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PPO& M consid ers
•
•
•
un1on1zat1on soon
•

By Michael Landroche . ,
With a series of claims and conterclaims by both UNH administrators and labor union officials, the battle for University
staff employees union representation has begun once again.
According to Peter Hollister,
director of University relations,
the UNH Physical Plant
Operation and Maintenance
(PPO&M) operating staff will
-vote on Feb. 22, whether to continue with contract negotiations
and benefit agreements or to
have the American Federation of
State, County, and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) as their
collective bar2ainine Hent.
Charles Stott, field represen- .
tative for the American
Federation of Labor and
Industrial
of
Congress
Organizations (AFL-CIO), said
the vote is a·result of over 50 percent of the PPO&M workers who
signed authorization cards
collective
a
requesting
bargaininf election. AFSCME is
a regions affiliate of the AFLCinAfRP members protested the Soviet Union's Afghanistan aggression yesterday during a raily · CIO.
.
ront of the Tin J>alace. (Jonathan Blake photo)
Stott, who is organizing the prounion camoaign at UNH, said if
the workers here were being
treated in a "fair and equitable
manner, they would not have
signed those authorization car.
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"First off," Stott said, "we run
students."
Difference?", chanted slogans,_
However, critics of CARP and
sang songs and made speeches
of the Unification Church have
condemning the Soviet Union.
"The outrage that the Soviets charged the organizations with
against brainwashing or using "mind
committed
have
Afghanistan should have come as control" techniques to control
no surprise to President Carter,'' members.
"I used to be member of the
said local CARP director Peter
the basement of Hetzel Hall
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prepared speech. "The Soviet
·Physical Plant Operation and
The materials, which workers
Union has pursued a military mooth.
Maintenance (PPO&M) workers said had been stored in the
policy of dominating weaker stration. "They take away your removed ceiling tiles and pipe in- basement for years,
nations since before the begin- freedom and label everything you sulation containing asbestos from removed by Trainin
ning of World War II. It is do is for Moon." . .
· They believe Moon's the second
nothing·new."

Moon ies protes t in Durha m

· our union in a business-like manner. We are a non-profit
organization."
"There was no master scheme,
or grand operation in getting
those signatures," he said.
Executive Director of the New
Hampshire Public Employee
Labor Relations Board (PELRB)
Evelyn LeBrun, said the decision
to give the PPO&M staff independence from the rest of the
University operating staff for
union election purposes came out
of a rehearing in ~ovember of
1979.
The original hearing in August,
1979, denied the PPO&M petition
requesting that the group be con- ·
sidered a unit on the grouncjs that
they were like any other University suport staff group.
By law, a group must have
"professional sameness" in order to be considered a unit. And
the PELRB decided the entire
University support staff shared
in that professional samenessPPO&M wasn't unique.
The board later reversed its
decision on the grounds · that
PPO&M held the contract for all
·university maintenance, LeBrun
-said.
After that decision, representatives of the University, the AFSCME, and the PERLB met on
· Jan. 25, to decide on the Feb. 22
election date.
The voting is scheduled to take
place in the lobby of Johnson
Theatre from 5:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Hollister said.
In a letter to all PPO&M
workers Interim President Jere
Chase· said, "We have tried as
best we can to improve working
conditions here at UNH in the
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whole building might be wired
.
wrong."
The ·buildings which have
either faulty or missing meters
and were impossible to obtain accurate figures from _ included:
Kingsbury, Paul Creative Arts
Center, Parsons, Christensen,
Horton Social Science, Hunter,
Huddleston, Hamilton Smith,
University
House,
Hood
Bookstore, Pettee, Morrill, New
Hampshire Hall, Stoke, Lewis
Field House, Farm Service
Building, Hort Cold Storage, Central Receiving Warehouse, and ·
Sawyer ..
Because of the faulty meters
the University can not be 100 percent accurate about where electricity is being used or wasted.
Ellen Conklin, institutional
research assistant, said all the
electricity coming on campus
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Bv Kevin Sullivan
Electric meters are faulty or
have been completely removed in
20 to 25 of the 132 campus
buildings, according to the 197879 meter reading figures compiled by Institutional Research.
· Assistant to the Director of
· Physical Plant Operation & Main-tenance (PPO&M) Jerry Boothby said when the buildings were
constructed contractors were
required to install the meters.
"To keep cost down," Boothby
said, "they put in whatever they
wanted to. In some cases, the
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PPO&M workers removed this asbestos and.much more from
the basement of Hetzel Hall yesterday morning. (Jonathan
Blake photo)

dinatior Mauri Foster and two
groundsworkers, Gary Pulkkinen
and Alexandra Smith.
The three wore protective
suits, goggles and filtering masks
as they placed the tiles and insulation into 55 gallon drums.
PPO&M Director Nicholas
Plebani said that since some ofthe tiles and the insulation had
been broken, some asbestos
fibers could have been inhaled.
"But the hazard's probably no
less than standing in the
basement of some old homes,"
, P~ebani said. ''They're wearing
protective clothing because we
don't want anything to happen."
Plebani said the protection the
workers were wearing was
"beyond what OSHA requires. All
that is really re~uired is a
disposable lab coat.' ·
The tiles and· insulation were
piled up in a basement that was
used for storing bicycles. Some of
the tiles had been broken, increasing the chance of asbestos
· fibers being released.
The.. material was discovered
last Friday by a maintenance
worker, who reported his findings
to PPO&M, according to PPO&M
Assistant Director John Sanders.
Plebani said PPO&M had contacted the State Bureau of Occupational Health and had
received approval of the way the
asbestos products were going to
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News Briefs

Lights out, heat off, who'll win?

Fee waiver extended

By Kevin Sullivan
An energy co~servation contest
sponsored by the Residential Life
Council will begin this Thursday.
Every other Thursday starting
Feb 7 the council will read the
electric meters of the participating dorms, according to
Council Chairperson · Kendra
Maroon.
,
The dorm with the lowest percent increase in ~lectricity consumption proportional to its size,
Maroon said, will receive a
trophy.
"It will be a rotatiqg trophy,"
Maroon said, "and it will change
hands every two weeks, unless
the same dorm wins again."
"We.also will be presenting $50
monthly prizes donated by
Residential Life to the dorm with
the lowest energy consumption in
March and April,'' Maroon added.
Maroon explained that only 15
dorms will enter the contest
because some campus buildings
have faulty meters and are im, possible to regulate accurately.
Dorms competing are: Devine,
Randall; Hitchcock - (the three
counting as one because there is a
single meter for the three
buildings) - Hetzel, Fairchild,
Gibbs, Hunter, Alexander,
Williamson, Hubbard, the MiniDorms, Scott, Smith, Congreve,
McLaughlin, Lord, and Jessie
Doe.

, , The deadline for students to appeal the $20 health fee added to
,the tuition bill this semester has been extended to Feb. 15.
, , According to Student Body President Cheryl Brown, students
.may send a letter to Hood House "to explain their problem with
the fee."
Religious reasons will be considered.
And the Health Services draft said those students who can
"present evidence verifying coverage for and access to the same
or medical equivalent to services offered at Hood House" may be
considered for a waiver.
.

F acuity lectures begin
University faculty will present four lectures beginning Friday,
Feb. 15 until March 28, on the relationship between the United
States and China.
The free lecture will be in the Berkshire Room of the New
England Center. It is sponsored by the UNH Speakers Bureau, the
Division of Continuing Education and the New England Center.
The series will first focus_ on "Changing American Perspectives
on China," a lecture that will feature David Long, professor of
history.
Long, who specializes in the history of US foreign relations, will
discuss the several eras of Chinese-American relations. Long will
give particular attenUon to changes in attitude since World War
II.
Long has taught at UNH since 1948. He has visited China twice
and has done considerable research in the US, Hong Kong and
Taiwan. He is an, expert in the relationships between China and
the US in the mid-19th century.
,
.
Long's lecture will be followed on Friday, Feb. 29, by a look at
the "Changing Chinese Perspectives on Modernization" by Allen
Linden, associate professor of history, and John Beckett,
·
professor of management.
·

"Every semester we make up a
priorities list," Maroon said,
"and this semester energy was
on top."
·
"This type of action won't
eliminate the energy surcharge,''
Mar.oon said, "but it might keep
it close to the same in future
years."
Director of Residential Life
Carol Bischoff is on the Council
and said the contest "is one of the

best ways to get all the students
involved in ways to cut down on
energy consumption."
Bischoff stressed, "it's going to
take everyone's efforts to keep
the total cost of energy as low as
possible, and this contest may
help do tpat."
·
Some dorms have already
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Students, f acuity
able to save energy
ByToddBalf
The self-help energy program
is striving to prove to the UNH
community that energy conservation is a feasible solution to the
energy crunch, according to its
organizers.
The program headed by Jim
Smith and John French advocates people doing the energy
saving measures themselves
with consultation and materials
available from the self-help
program.
John . French, a Thompson
school student working towards
an associate degree in energy
managment, is enthusiastic
,about the program's success.
"The program is designed for

faculty, staff, and students to use
our services for any problems
relating to energy. We supply all
the basic materials and if need be
we consult with the people and
tell them how to go about using
them,'' he said.
Recent
pamplets
and
brochures are available along
with the materials needed to seal
and insulate windows.
"What we want to do is try and
reach people, and make them
aware of the problem," French
said. "Once we achieve this, conserving energy will be much
easier."

SELFHELP, page 19

Rape Task Force foruni
Six members of the Rape Task Force held a panel discussion on
sexual assault Wednesday night in the,. MUB. About twenty men
and women attended the discussion where the legal, medical and
emotional aspects of sexual assault were presented.
Fr. Rick Bennett introduced the panel, which included
Katherine Speare; a psychologist at the Counseling and Testing
Center; Barbara Cavanaugh, supervisor of nurses at Hood
House; Pat Hanson, UNH public safety officer; Attorney Jim
Reed, from Exeter and Patti Blanchette, representative of the
general court of New Hampshire.
·
_
Each member presented aspects of the work they do as a service to the community, dealing with the problems of rape and
sexual assault.
"The program was designed to give people a better knowledge
of the community-what is rape, what is offered, and what is
available'', Bennett said.

Phone-a-thon
, For the first time UNH students will participate in the annual
UNH Fund phone-a-thon program.
The_phon~~-_thon raises money for !b_e UNH F~d, t~ Univer:
s1ty.'s annual giving program which supports academic programs and projects, _scholarships, faculty development and
men's and women's athletics.
The :.f irsf of the seven regional ~hone-a-thons begin in the,e '
seacoast area. About ·250 alumni an<l student volunteers will call
some of the 7000 UNH al~ni living in southeastern New Hampshire and southern Maine.
"This offers us a chance to work for the University." said UNH
senior Robert Ledo~, ~hair~an of Students for tµe University.
Students for the umvers1ty, a support council ot tne UNtf
Student Senate, is coordinating student participation in the phoneathon.
·

A University meter man refused to read the electric meter in the basement of Sawyer Hall
because of the debris blocking access to the meter. See related story page one ( Christ Hart
photo)
·
·
'
·
1
•

Cheryl Brown, first woman SBP
"I've gotten a lot of good feed- she doesn't think there is
Cheryl Brown may not have .back and not much bad. I don't · prejudice involved because they
been elected as Student Body think I'm doing badly. I suppose are women. "I'm sure people are
President, but she is the first if I were a man I could answer aware of the fact that there are
two women in charge and that
woman to ever hold the Univer- this question a lot better."
Lynn Bolduc, whom Brown ap- probably makes us more closely
sity position.
Brown, a 21-year-old senior pointed as her vice president said observed," Bolduc said. "I think
people are interested in seeing us
political science major became
work as a team."
president this past December
Brown said there are a few
when former SBP Doug Cox
things she would like to accomgraduated. She was viceplish before her term ends in
president last semester.
April.
"I've had no trouble adjusting
"I'd like to see the preliminary
to the position as president. My
steps going through on the 15
job really isn't any _different than
acres of land in Lee for student
from what I did last semester as
housing," Brown said. "This is a
vice president. The only differenreally important issue to me.
ce is that now I'm the president
"I'd also like to see the Comrather than the vice president,"
muter Council Land Grant being
Brown said.
worked on. There are so many litBrown does not let beingthe
tle things that I'd like to see done
first woman president interfere
before I leave office," Brown
with her work.
said.
It doesn't matter to me and as
far as I know it really doesn't
. BROWN,page8
Cheryl Brown
bother anyone,'' Brown said.

By Debbie LukaC$kO '

Correction
In the story on the gay rights forum in Tuesday's isue of The
New Hampshire,the name of the featured speaker was inarrectly reported.
The speaker, Tom Bastow, is the co-director of the
National C.onvention for Gay Rights.
The New Hampshire regrets the error.

,The weather·
Mostly sunny today and tomorrow tih high temperatures
around 30, according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Clear tonight with low temperatures near five above zero.
Northwesterly winds today 5 to 15 miles per hour.
·
Chance of measurable snowfall 10 percent today and zero percent tonight.
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Books tore pushe s
used hook sales

Th~ U~iversity Bookstore is trying to hold down textbook prices by selling more used books.
(Lisa S1eden photo)

DeVito

•

IS

maste r plann er

By Cathy Mabry

ments are responded to, DeVHo ·
To UNH Facilities Planner said. "We're always searchmg
Skip DeVito, the University cam- for waste," he added, "This is an
pus is a "living thing," and he extremely efficient campus."
treats it as such.
·
DeVito, who has been at UNH
"The University is too com- for two years, replaced Kirn
plicated to let it plan itself," he
said. It is DeVito's job to see that
University growth and change
occur in a planned fashion. ·
Through shifting department
locations and rehabilitating old
areas --- rather than constructing
a new building far from campus,
DeVito said UNH can remain a
walking campus.
"We want the campus to beefficient -- in an economic and
academic sense," he said, .
"Programs mutually supported
should be near each other.''.
DeVito's work covers a "whole
broad scale" of projects - large
to small -- such as converting a
Skip DeVito
classroom to a laboratory or Sprague as Facilities Planner in
transferring an entire program to January.
a different building.
.
DeVito said Sprague left an exPrograms are not fixed. cellent base. "He has all my
Requests from school ~ d_!P~.. respect.''

Sprague·left to become director
of telecommunications at a
major corporation in North
Carolina.
In addition to his job as
facilities planner DeVito teaches
a class in architecture design
and drafting, and is a graduate
student in civil engineering.
"I'm in the unusual situation of
being faculty, staff and student at
the same time,'' he joked.
DeVito has two undergraduate
degrees - a Bachelor of Arts in
professional studies from
Clarkson College and a Bachelor
of Science from the Boston Architectural Center. In addition,
DeVito has taken classes at Harvard, Tufts ·and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Among the T-square, drafting
table, books and magazines hang
maps, charts and drawings. A
schematic drawing of a future
layout of Paul Arts Center is
t~~l ~f what he (foes.
DEVITO, page 18

By Tom Lynch
,
The UNH Bookstore is in·creasing its emphasis on used
book sales in an effort to offset
rising textbook prices, according
to Associate Manager John
Maier.
Used books accounted for 13
percent of the bookstore's total
textbook sales in January. Last
semester, only three percent of
the textbooks sold were used.
Publishers blame inflation for
increased textbook costs. According to a study done by the
University
of
Rochester
Bookstore, in 1979, textbook
prices had increased an average
of 34 percent since 1975.
One book us.ed in the Rochester ·
survey which is used at UNH, a
text in calculus and analytic
geometry, was first published Iin
1975 at $17.95.
In the fall of 1978, the book cost
$23.95. The second edition came
out in early 1979 at $24.95. Last
semester, the book cost $27.95, an
increase of 64 percent since 1975.
Maier said the publishers have
their customers over a barrel.
"A book is a product in itself,"
he said. "How can you compete'?
It gives the publishers t!ie ri~t. ~~

do as they damn well please with
prices."
By increasing the sale of used
books, Maier said, bookstores
regain nart nf th_~ competitive
edge.
·''By putting used books on the
shelves," he said, "we can co~pete with the publishers."
The push toward used books
began at UNH about two years
ago, but "it's a major priority at
this point," Maier said. "I'd like
to see it as high as the market will
bear.''
Bookstores usually have · a
"margin" of 20 percent on new
textbooks-the difference between the wholesale price and the
publisher's list price.
The 20 percent margin is
usually insufficient, since
operating costs run about 23 percent.
Used books carry a 25-percent
margin-the bookstore buys them
for half the current list price, and
sells them for three-quarters. In
addition to giving the customer a
break, the used books help the ·
bookstore inake up for potential
losses in new book sales.
"Used books pay for themselv~," Maier said.

Pro.fessors ' wives
travel, ' write ...
By JoAnn Thompson
After spending a year in Cairo,
Egypt, as an economic consultant
for the Ford Foundation, Sarah
Voll, wife of history professor
John Voll, has just completed a
book on large scale African and
Middle
East
agricultural
programs managed by Western
and European companies.
Mrs. Voll. the former New
Hampshire State Representative,
is the dlsirict manager of tne 19HO
U.S. census for N.H.'s first
congressional district.
"Being a woman married to a
professor with tenure, I am
rather confined to Durham,"
Mrs. Voll said. "It's a question of
working out career options."

And for Sarah Voll, as well as
other UN:H professor's wives,
career options and interests are
diverse.
Though Voll is happy with her
present job, she hopes to find a
position related more directly to
her degree work in economics
and Middle Eastern studies.
The 37 year-old mother of two
said, "It would be fun to go back
to the legislature at some time."
Susan Long, wife of history
professor David Long, has taught
kindergarten in Newington for
the past ten years.
.
"I'm rather depressed right
now," she admitted, "because

WIVES, page 10

Joe Kenne dy says
uncle will not quit
,'\

By Kathi Scrizzi
Democratic senator Edward
M. Kennedy's presidential campaign will not end in New Hampshire if he is bested in the upcoming primary by President
Carter, his nephew Joseph Kennedy confirmed Tuesday night.
Joe Kennedy spoke to approximately 60 people, including
many UNH students, at a public
reception at Hannon's Saloon in
Dover. In a brief speech, he
-acknowledged that N.H. is a
"crucial state" but "Ted Kennedy is fully committed to stand
up for his goals and ideas, no
matter what happens in this
state."
Kennedy is the oldest son of the
late Robert Kennedy who served
as U.S. Senator from New York
and as Attorney General under
former President- John Kennedy's administration.
·
Joe Kennedy is campaigning
full-time for his uncle, and is involved . with a nonprofit
organization that provides oil at
lower-than-normal prices to lowincome Mass. residents.
Tuesday was Kennedy's first
day of campaigning in N.-H. He

limited his four to the Dover and
Somersworth area, concluding
with the' reception at Hannon's
and a wine-and-cheese party at
History Professor Frank McCann's Durham home.
Kennedy concentrated most of
his brief speech at Hannon's on
the "significant difference" between Senator Kennedy's policies
and those being implemented by
the Carter administration
He accused Carter of "concerning himself more with the
problem of big business than with
the interests of the people, citing
high inflation rates, high oil company profits, and Paul Volker's
call for the average American to
lower his standard of living.
Volker was appointed head of the
Federal Reserve by Carter.
"It's time to put a real
Democrat back in the White
House to protect what Harry
Tnnnan called "vested interests',"
Kemedy said
_
"If we did have a President

willing to stand up to the interest
groups, we would have a better
country," he added.

KENNEDY, page 19

Interim President Jere Chase and junior David Bronson light the brazier on MUB hill to kick off
this year's Winter Carnival. But where is the snow?(Dave LaBianca photo)
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Faulty meters affect energy reading
ENERGY
continued from page 1
goes through a main transformer
station.
"The University pays for electri~itv at that source," Conklin
,said, "and distributes the electricity across campus itself. So it
makes no difference if the meters
are_bad, we've already paid for
the electricity. They're our
meters and our distribution
system."
Boothby said the meter
situation is complex because in.
many buildings there are several
electric meters.

The University has its own
system and is, therefore,
responsible for 'the maintenance
of it.
Boothby said his department
can estimate to within five or six
percent of the actual total. But he
admits despite the close approximations, no one can be
exactly sure of the electrical consumption of each building.
~11 it takes is one of -these to be!
off, he said, and the entire total
for the building is thrown off.
"We've spent probably $15,000
in the last five years to repair and
replace meters,'' Boothby said.
"But in some problem areas,"
he added, "like Stoke or
Christensen, it may cost as much
as three or four thousand dollars
for just one system."
"Right now we're gathering

·Slight rise i~ flu c~ses
Hood House has reported a slight increase over last year in the
number of colds treated by University health services this
semester.
According to Dr. Peter Patterson, director of Health Services
the increase does not constitute an epidemic.
____ '
. "We've had nowhere near the number of cases as w.e did in the
~i>idemk of two ..years ago," Patterson said.
"We're keeping a close eye on the statistics, though, because of
· the high incidence of flu and such in surrounding areas.'' ·
David Regan, assistant to director of Health Services, said the
number of cases is running "about a third less than two years
ago." But he emphasized again that it is not an epidemic.
Regan said in the past 16 days, Hood House has dispensed an
average of 35 cold packs a day to students.
A cold pack is a "self care kit" containing cough medicine, antihistamines, salt for gargling, and throat lozenges.
Regan also noted the number of cases treated may be higher
because of the mandatory health fee. "People who would normally have gone elsewhere for treatment may be coming here
now," he said.
Symptoms such as couehimz. comzestion. sore throat, and
headache may be treated with a cold pack, but if the symptoms
persist or worsen, Hood House recommends.treatment by a~nurse
in the infirmary clinic.
Lorraine Townes

together a proposal requesting
more funds to correct the major
problems,'' Boothby said.
Although there are buildings
such as Horton Social Science
which have no meter at all and
nBooeedthtbo be .comnlete]v .rewired,
y said the pnonty areas
are places like - dining and
residence halls whith are financially self-supporting.
"My first priority is to be fair to
the self-supporting areas,"
Boothby said. "They are paying
for electricity themselves and we
must correct those areas first.''
''It's frustrating because we've
done so much," he said. "We've
saved about 16 percent but the
last few percent are going to be
doubly hard. The easy things
were done first and now we are
faced with the tougher tasks.''
In addition to the faulty meters
there are other factors which
limit the University's ability to be
certain how much electricity the
camnu~ni::In Sawyer Hall, for example,
the worker who reads the meters .
cannot reach the meter area to
read it.
Superintendent of Water Supply Michael McCabe said "that
particular area is a storage area
m which people have piled things
making it impossible to pass."
Despite repeated requests to
remove the debris, including
mattress springs, pipes, tree
stumps, wood, bicycles, and
other garbage, nothing has been
done.
Boothby said PPO&M"·wants·
the fire department to· have the
debris removed.
Another problem Boothby cites is a lack of personnel to work on
the problem.
"We're not compiacent,"

$8.95

F~ATURING THE
FOUR O'CLOCK BAND
Friday, February 8
Tuesday, February 12
Thursday, February 14 .
To benefit the Elderhostel
Scholarship Fund
Call today for reservations.
862-2815

THE NEW ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE
DURHAM N.H.

The Panhelle nic Council
cordially invites
all
Freshma n and Uppercla ss
Women
to participa te in

,
•

We are now looking for interested men to serve
as the nucleus for the formation of a fraternity
chapter that will be theirs by design from the
beginning.
7:00p.m.
Those interested should plan on meeting a Zeta
Beta Tau representative on Monday, Feb. 11 in
the Belknap Room of the MUB

VALENTINE'S
D·INNER BUFFET
AND DANCE

.............

EVER THINK OF
STARTING
A FRATERN ITY?

Zeta Beta Tau, one of the
largest national fraternities will soon be
developing
a
dynamic
new student
organization at UNH.

brought the meter problem to
light.
Boothby said. "We are working
"Unfortunately," he said,
on the problem, but the Univer- "prior to 1973 we weren't as consity (which Boothby describes as cerned with energy. We didn't get
"frobably the largest consumer · out there with a magnifying glass
o electricity in the seacoast to check up on the contractors."
area") just does not have the
"Now," he said, "like the rest
financial ability to have full-time . of the country, we're in trouble.''
peoole in this area."
"Our electric -~pie check µp
on the meter situation as their
other work permits,'' he added.
Correct readings on the amount
of electricity used throughout the
University system of New Hampshire is a problem, according to
Boothby.
.. At Plymouth State there are
no ·meters at all," Boothby said,,
"and at Keene they have a few.
"We're fortunate to have
meters at all," he added.
Boothby said the growing concern nationwide about energy has

.SPR ING RUSH

:beginni ng Sunday, February 10'
'~
6:00 p.m.
Registrat ion will be held
in the
Senate-M errimack
and
Carroll-B elknap
Rooms, MUB

PPO&M considers unionization
UNION
continued from page 1
past without introducing a third
party into the process."
"While the final decision is up
to you," the letter continued, "it
is my belief that unionization is
not in the best interests of our
employees or the University."
"We are ·not a third party,"
Stott said. "That is the typical
rhetoric of the University's
campaign."
"Essentially we're talking
about a second party," he said,
''the employees.''
"All of a sudden, the University
is showing great interest in the
employees,'' Stott said.
"If we were elected as
bargaining agent, the University
would be required to sit down
with us and negotiate the issues,"
he said.
And the issues are salaries,
pensions and other benefits, he
said.
"One operating staff member
.told me that a man who worked
here for 30 years retired with a
pension that was less than $3,000
per year."
"Workers would have to work
here for 50 years to get half of
their salary in a pension," he
said.
Stott also said the University
changed health insurance
without any input from the
PPO&M employees.
"That happened two years
ago,'' Wulf said. ''But the
benefits weren't changed o~
bit.''
"A member of the State Em- ·
ployees Association challenged
the move, but the PELRB found
that they were in err," Wulf said.
The reason for the switch, he
said, was that Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, the original health insurance, increased the rate five
years in a row.
Stott said if elected, the AFSCME would not charge dues or

solicit members until a contract
has been negotiated and ratified
by the union.
He said he is trying to meet
with employees, organize committees on various aspects of
labor unions, and issue general
information to the PPO&M staff

employees.
"The University will counter
by spreading rumors, .intimidating employees, and
promising changes," he said.
UNION, page 6

OYSTER
BAR

FRESHLY SHUCKED OYSTERS 25- ea.
CHERRYSTONE CLAMS 20- ea.

plus
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
EVERY THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
4:30 · 6:30

WILDWOOD LOUNGE
THE NEW ENGLAND CENTER
STRAFFORD AVENUE

campus calendar
FRIDAY, February 8
MEN'S HOCKEY VS. THE ROMANIAN OLYMPIC
HOCKEY TEAM: Snively Arena, 7 p.m. This team will
represent Romania in the Winter Olympic Gaines at Lake
Placid. Tickets on sale at the Field House ticket office.
Reserved seats $4; general admission $3. Student Athletic
Tickets NOT VALID for game. Students may purchase a
general admission ticket at the Field House, or at Snively
Arena before the game if tickets are still available.
PINBALL WIZARD COMPETITION: Open to faculty,
staff, and students. Games are free; trophy awarded to the
winner. To sign up, please see Stan Copeland, Memorial
Union Games Area, 2-1910. Competition will be held in the
Games Area at 7 p.m. Registration fee $2.
GREEK NIGHT OF SIN: The entire MUB will be transformed into a carnival, centering around a Casino in the Strafford Room. 8-11:30 p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL DANCE: Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 11 p.m.-1 a.m.

SATURDAY, February 9
SCOPE CONCERT: Featuring The Marshall Tucker Band .
TICKETS SOLD OUT
ICE SKATING PARTY: On the quad, 9 p.m.

SUNDAY, February 10
MEN'S BASKETBALL: . Northeastern, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field House, 3 p.m. Season tickets, student athletic
tk,kets, or $2.'S0 general admission.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Hollywood on Trial," narrated by
John Huston. With appearances by Walter Bernstein, Zero
Mostel, Otto Preminger, Ronald Reagan, and more. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
$. 75 or MUSO Film Pass:
FRIENDS AND HEAL TH · DISCUSSION GROUP:
Discussion and practice of various meditation and healing
techniques. Informal discussion about ESP, stress control,
hypnosis, dreams, religions, nutrition, and more.
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 7:..9 p.m.
Sponsored by Hatha Yoga Club.
WINTER CARNIVAL SQUARE DANCE: Putnam
Pavilion, 8 p.m. Sponsored by N.H: Outing Club.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50
cover charge.

MONDAY, February 11
MATINEES SAT.SUN
12.00 at 1:00 • 3:16

the WHO In

~ ~MMY- -

I

110~
NOW~
ThN .

Thurs.

(En~lish Subtitles)
fnii,1

6:60.9:00

(a)_

EM LOEWS

CNu-iC
J

O,Al 436-57 Q
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH

~

DISCOUNT
PRICES

6:30&8:45

. PIICESFRI.SATEVE.
ADUL ·B $1.50.:._FAMILY $3.00
17 AND UNDER $1.00
PRICES SUN-THURS M -

A wide-OP.en
winter with
the best contact
of your life.

-75- ·FAMILY$1.60

Portsmouths first contact lens
and eyeglass specialty center.
Lowest price in the area includes:
"Feel ~afe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass services
In-office service plan available

ex,~MS9st~~th~ ~i~i!FJ ·
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM.

DURHAM RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE:
Theme: "Romance in the Donor Room." Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through
.
Thursday, February 14.
GENERAL ZAIS CAMPAIGNING FOR GEORGE BUSH:
General Zais, a UNH alumni and N.H.'s only 4-star general,
will be campaigning for George Bush. Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon. Sponsored by Students
for Bush.
LECTURE ON REGRESSION RECALL: Lucille Bener from
the Earthstar Center will speak on regression recall.
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. ·
Sponsored by the Organization for the Study o.n the Nature
of Man.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM SERIES: "The Other Half of the
...Sky," and "Sometimes I Wonder Who I Am." ~oos Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m.

TUESDAY, February i2
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Divine Comedy:
Summa and Speculum of the Middle Ages," Professor Rose
T. Antosiewicz, .t\M!-L~ Richard Auditorium, Murkland
Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
NEIL BUSH CAMPAIGNING FOR HIS FATHER, AMBASSADOR GEORGE BUSH: Neil Bush will speak about
his father's campaign for the presidency, his qualifications,
and he will also answer questions from the audience. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, J2 noon. Sponsored by
•
·
.
Students for Bush.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 1 p.m.
The New Hampshir-e (USPS 379-280) is published and--distributed -S€ftlli ·.
1,Veekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 1sf
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business offic~
h01.trs: Tuesday and Thursday I to3 p.m., Wednesday anc;IFriday9a.m. to~
p.m. Academic year subscription: $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Adyertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other,
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typo- 1
graphical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co./
I
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VALENTINE'S DINNER DANCE FEATURING THE
FOUR O'CLOCK BAND: This event will take place
Thursday, Feb. 14 in the New England Center
Restaurant from 5:30 p.m. until closing. Admission is
$8.95. For reservations call 862-2815. This dance is to
benefit the Elderhostel Scholarship Fund.
BARRY COMMONER'S SPPECH OF FEBRUARY 4TH
will be rebroadcast on WUNH-FM 91.3 FM on Sunday,
Feb. 10 at 1: 30 p.m.
.
JOHN ANDERSON'S SPEECH AT UNH will be
rebroadcast on WUNH-FM 91.3 FM on Saturday, Feb. 9
at 11 :00 a.m.
SPRING 1980 RUSH: The Panhellinic Council will sponsore a spring rush on Sunday, Feb. 10 at 6:00 p.m. in the
Senate-Merrimack and Carroll Belknap rooms of the
Memorial Union. Admission is $2.50. This rush is open to
all interested women who are either upperclassmen or
second semester freshmen.
VALENTINE'S DAY SQUARE DANCE: This dance will
be held on Friday, Feb. 15 at 8:00 p.m. in Stillings Dining
Hall. The dance is sponsored by Area I Programming
Board and open to all residents of Area I and to members of the UNH faculty and administration. Free admission.
•
RETURNING STUDENT PROGRAM - BAG LUNCH
SERIES: Featuring "Self Concept in Unknown
Situations," by Pat Fleming, Theater and Communications. This program will be held on Tuesday,
Feb. 12 at 12:30-2:00 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union.
RETURNING WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: To be
held on Tuesdays at the Counseling and Testing Center,
Schofield House from 3: 00-5: 00 p.m.
MEN'S GROUP: Held every Monday from 3:30-5:00
p.m. in the Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
House. This is an opportunity for men to explore their
changing roles . .
ALL DAY WORKSHOP ON LEARNING FROM
SIMULATION: Featuring Betty Faucette, guest
speaker. This workshop will focus on the learning which
results from participation in simulations and on various
ways of evaluating that learning. Saturday, Feb. 23,
New England Center, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Admission $10.
For more information, please call John Chaltas, 8621796. Sponsored by the Teaching Resource Center and
Computer Services.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
BAHAI FIRESIDE: Friday, Feb. 8 at 8:00 p.m. in Ham.
·s
tin will feature a short talk with

discussion following for-anyone interested in the tenets
of the Bahai Faith. Tonight's theme: "What is Religiqn,
Anyway?"
,
INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING will be held Friday, Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.m. in
McConnell 218.
TRAP & SKEET CLUB SHOOT: Sunday, Feb. 10th at
10: 45 a.m. Please meet on the front steps of the
Memorial Union. The van will pick up members for a
practice shoot in Manchester. Those who have not paid
their dues must pay them on Sunday. Dress warmly.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: There will be a weekly
meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 13 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Senate room, Memorial Union. Jugglers of all abilities
from beginners to experts, who are interested in learning, teaching, and performing are urged to·attend.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
will be held Monday, Feb. 11 at 1:00 p.m. in Conant,
Room 103. Everyone welcome. Come with ideas and
concerns.

UNION

continued from page 5
"You know " he said "the old
'give us anoth~r chance;' pitch."
''If the elections were held
today," he said, "we'd win it."
Paul Holloway, a University
System trustee, said that the
union wouldn't win.
"The University will take the
appropriate action," he said, to
dissuade the PPO&M employees
from unionizing.
According to WuH, the Univer-

sity's employees enjoy better
employee benefits than any
group that AFSCME represents.
"In the past four years," he
said, "there have been 58 major
changes in personnel and benefit
policy. Every single change was
done by a recommendation from
the staff and okayed by the
trustees.''
"None came from the top
down," he said.
Wulf said the University will
invite the labor union to debate
the issues with University
leaders.
"The election is getting close
now," he said. "They're going to
have to do something."

CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: To be held on Monday, Feb. 11 in the Forum Room of the Library (FloorC)
at 6:30 p.m. Lecture and discussion sessions devoted to
written job-getting communication techniques:
resumes, cover letters, etc.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
INTRAMURAL MEN'S WRESTLING ROSTER
DEADLINE: All rosters are due Monday, Feb. 11 at the
Sports Manager's meeting in the Senate-Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, at 6 p.m.
INTRAMURAL CO-REC TABLE TENNIS ROSTER
DEADLINE: All rosters are due Monday, Feb. 11 at the
Sports Manager's meeting in the Senate-Merrimack
·Room, Memorial Union, at 6 p.m.

ACADEMIC
UNH/CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE INFORMATION
MEETING: Tuesday, Feb. 12, Carroll-Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30 p.m. Check out this exciting
program that could find you attending either California
State University, Chico, or San Diego State University,
Fall 1980.
The "notices" section appears in each issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.

the new hainpShire
is now accepting applications for the
following salaried pos_itions for the
1980-81 academic year
*Editor - in -·c h ief
*Managing Editor
*News Editors (2)
*Features Editor
* Advertising Mgr.

*Business Manager
*Asst. Business Manager
*Sports Editor
*Photo Editor
*Ads Associates (2)
*Copy Editor
I

As well as for these paid positions:
*Editori81 Assistant
*Billing Secretary

Applications are available in our
offices, Rm. 151 MUB
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 7

.
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communist.
"Goddamn right I'm a communist," the student said. "The
capitalists are kiHing millions of
people in Latin America."
Police broke the two up when
the argument got heated.
J. Gregg Sanborn, director of
student activities, said a CARP
representative came to his office
a few days ago, asking for permission to stage the protest on
University property.
"Since they weren't a student
organization,'' Sanborn said, ''we
referred them to Dave Flanders,
rlirector of public safety." San-

Moonies
protest
CARP
continued from page 1
start out with a strong religous
zeal, and then fall QUt. Then
they're deprogrammed and their
faith's broken and something has
to fill the gap. The majority of
people who are anti-Moon were
former members who had their
faith broken. They're an anti-cult
cult."
Most students who walked past
the CARP members took copies
of a free newspaper and a copy of
Gogan's speech, but didn't stay to
hear Gogan and other members
talk.
··
During the hour and a half
demonstration, the largest group
of listeners totaled about 20.
"Soviet a~ion is all over the
world," said a CARP member.
"We're for the true freedom and
liberation of man. The Soviet
Union say they're for liberation,
but actually they're for oppression."
One CARP member said the
reason for the protest was
because Rev. Moon was against
Communism and they hoped to
inspire "everybody else to do
this."
The only real confrontation of
the day came when a student
started arguing with a CARP
member about CARP's charges
against the Soviet Union.
"There are people dying in
Cambodia because the United
States bombed it years ago," the
student said. The CARP member
asked the student if he was a
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born said this was the first contact his , office has had this
semester with CARP.
A spokesman at the Dept. of
Safety said no CARP representative came to Flanders's office
inquiring about a protest.
Durham police said CARP
• received a parade permit from
the town selectmen.
Towards the end of the protest,
CARP members invited people to
come to an "open house" at their
farm in Durham.
·
"I rese~t the word recruiting,"
. Gogan said. "If Catholics talk to
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people on cafi1.PU!!i, that's fine.
But if we do it, it's called
recruiting."
CARP member Cathy Aman ·
said similar demonstrations were
being held in over 36 campuses
all over the United States.
·
CARP first came to UNH in
1975 but moved out after charges
appeared
charging
the
orJ?anization with brainwashing,
kidnapping and harassment.
They maintained an office in Portsmouth until two years ago.
In 1978 Wheeler· asked fo ·use
the Memorial Union ~uilding _to

.

'

show a movie about the
Unification Church. It was
allowed, but only with the
showing of another program with
an opposing viewpoint.
.
Several other requests were
made but the MUB Board of
Governors decided that further
programming would be inappropriate.
CARP returned to UNH late
last year. CARP members
passed out copies of their
newspaper and talked to students
about different religous and
political issues.

MEET THE MEN OF SI
We invite all men

to open rush at The
Memorial U~ion Building_
GamesRoo;m
Time: 9-11
Tuesday, Feb. 12

Fo9d & Refreshments
will be served

The frater<
nit for individuals
SAUL 0
SIDORE

DR. WIL~iAM BAHAN
fN'JERNAllONAl.LY RENOWNa:>
ON

WILL USE

™E

>JJrnoRtrY

Lecture
Series

WHOLISTIC HEALING-

TIIEME. OF HIS UR::OMIN6 1l>u.R:

1979-80

u

B
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ALGER HISSFORMER GOVERNMENT
ATTORNEY
"THE. MCCARTHY ERA"
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
February 12, 13, and 14, 1980
PUBLIC LECTURE:
Wednesday, February 13, 1980
Memorial Union
University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H.; 8:15 p.m.

..

iUESDA'(

Fl:BRUAR'( 12.th.

LIBRAR( FORUM ROOM
DIMOND LIBRARY

U.NJt

Tlwrc are some names ·that bring up instant associations ..
T_h1i McCarthy Era·~ does that - so does Alger Hiss . And we hopt!
th<1t we can provide some insight into an important time in our
1
~ sto? In _1951. Alg0r Hiss went to Jail for perjury . There were
stories abo11t rn1crof1lms. pumpkins. secret contacts, typewriter
and a mult1tud1>· of other th rngs f 111 11d with the 1nnlwndo typical
s.
of that era .
·
But we must not overloolo. . nc, mattlir what we think the truth
of that time. Hiss's great contrih1 Irons to AmHica as a dedicated
<1nd innovative government lawyer. a ma 11 who began as a law
clerk tu Oliver Wendell 'Holmes a,11j became a p;-irt of uur nc1t1on·s
history
Is Hiss a distinguished citizen caught in ct nat1or,al malai"e
or a willful
·
? Th
" ·
. pe qurer
.
ere 1s enough information to make your
own decision - and there is the oppurtu111ty to hem him speak
Additionally, special arrangements have been made for Mr Hiss
~o aue nd classes in American G•,vernment . Rhetorical Cnt1c1sm .
and others. during his stay
A c<?mpelling chapter in our rrat1on ·s histo1yt

UN H Cele brity Series

Brow n is wotn an SBP
BROWN

continued from page 2

GERARD SCHWARZ ,

MUSIC DIRECTOR

Monday, February 25
Granite State Room, Memorial Union
It's our good fortune that the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra has
been tapped to participate in the National Fine Arts Program at the
1980 Winter Games in Lake Placid . On its trip east, the orchestra will
perfor~ at the University under its new music director Gerard Schwarz.
Schwarz, whose trumpet virtuosity is no secret , has been hailed as
"the most important young conductor to debut in the last eight years ."
UNH Students & Senior Citizens, $4.50 in advance
General Public & All Tickets at the Door, $6.50
Memorial Union Ticket Office • 1O a.m.-4 p .m. weekdays
Telephone: (603) 862-2290

It's hard for me to get any
major things done since my term
is so short, that's why I'd like to
see a lot of those little things in
the works when I leave."
Brown is a commuter student
who lives in Dover.
"I think that being a commuter
student is good for my job,'' she
said.
"By being a commuter student
I'm forced in the office more
because it's hard to get back and

forth. I can come in whenever
I'm needed so there's no problem
there," Brown said. "I'm happier
living off campus than when I was on campus."
Bolduc said, "I don't think
there are any problems wjth
Cheryl being a commuter. She
puts in more hours because she is
a commuter than I think- she
would if she lived on campus.''
Although Brown's term ends on
April 30, she still intends to work
with the senate.
"I don't plan on being as involved as I am now, but if they
should ever need any help with
anything I'd be there if they
called,'' Brown said.

NH AL
EXCHANGE
· Dean of students office - Huddleston HalY862-2050
General information meeting: Tuesday, Febru ~ry 12, 1980
Carr~ll Belknap Room -MUB -·12: 30.p.m.
applications and cataJags available at the Inee~ing
or at the Dean of Students office
_
Come check out thiS exciting prog ramt hat could find
·you attending either California State University, Chico or
San-Die o State Universit ., FALL 1980
Project f 984 Presentations.
A Glimpse of the Future
with Ted Howard

If you're over 55,
~u shouldn't
eat like you're
still 25.

Chances are, if you're between 55 and 75
years old, you need 150 to 200 fewer
calories daily than yo.u did when you were
younge[ But you still need the right kinds
of foods.
To tell you what those foods are and
why you need them, the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare has published a free booklet. For your copy, write:
Nutrition, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.

The better you eat,

the better you are. .

A public service of the U .S .
Department of Health,
_ Education, and Welfare . The
Grocery Manufacturer s of
America. this newspaper and
The Adverti~ing Council .

m

f\NNO UNC ING MUSO
STAF F OPEN INGS
FOR FALL SEM ESTE R 1980

e ALL PAID POSITIONS e
*PRESIDENT
'BUSINESS MANAGER
* OFFICE MANAGER
* PUBLICITY/MARKETING
* FILM

SERIES DIRECTOR ,,
* PHOTOSCHOOL DIRECTOR
* DARKROOM DIRECTOR
* ARTS/LECTURE DIRECTOR

*MUB PUB ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR
We' re looking for enthusiastic and ambitiou s people
with an _obsession for involv(!m ent to fill these positions.
Come down to our office, Rm. 148 MUB
and pick up an application.

AMUSO PRESENTATION
Wed. February 20, 1980

Granite State Room MUB
Students 81.00
Non-Stud ents 83.00

DO YOUR SELF .\ FAVO R ... GET INVOL VED
.VITHMUSO!

THE,~~V\( f:i~M_f;>S.HIRE .,fj~~.OAY, _F,~B~UAR~

a~

P-AGE ..N-lNE,-,

1980 •·

Tired of the cold?
'·head for spring break in

:· BERMUDA

Canceris
often
curable.
!he fear
ofcancer
is often
fatal.

from only $275

WINTER CARNIVAL

1980

price in~ludes
·round trtp·amare ·
8 days and 7 nites l~ging
transfers and harbor cruise
all taxes an4 gratuities
daily continental breakfast
4 beach parties and lunches
welcome party with complimentary beer
GUARANTEED lowest prices

UNHHONORS
THE WINTER OLYMPICS

Saturday-, February 9 8:00- 11 :00 p.m.
ICE SKATING PARTY on the quad
Sunday February 10 8:00 p.m.
NHOC SQUARE DANCE at Putnam Pavillion
The snow g·a mes, x-country ski races and
snow sculpture s have been postpone d du
to the lack of-adequat e snow fall.

March 8-15 (Sat~ -_sat.)
March 22 - 29 (Sat.- Sat..~

·
\

SPACE IS LIMITED. DON'T WAITI
Write or call for tree brochure:

\

ADVENTURES INTRAVEL, Group Sales Dept. .
1200 Post Road East
/
Westport, Conn. 06880
(203) 226-7421

or contact your campus representative .
Dave Holtzman, Wllllamson rm. 343; 862-3244
Adventures In Travel la A-t1erlca'1 largest operator of college trlpa ·
toBermuda. ·

WINTER ·CARNIVAL
1980
UNH HONORS
THE WINTER OLYMPICS
If you're afraid of
cancer ...you're not alone .
.But some people are so afraid
that they won't go to the
dootor when they suspect
something's wrong.
They're afraid the
doctor might "find something'.' This kind of fear can
prevent them from discovering cancer in the early stages
when it is moot often curable.
These people run the
risk of letting cancer·scare
them to death.

+®

American Cancer
Society
THIS SPN:ECONTRIBU1'1:D BY THE PUBLISHtR AS APUBLIC SERVICE

UNH Gree k Council
prese nts

GR EE K NIT E OF SIN
Frid ay, Febr uary 8
Casi no
Pie Thro wing
Mass age Parl or .

Fant asy Booth
Pictu res ·T aken
Dart Thro wing

and much , ~uch more
Foosball Tournament
Cash Prizes - Trophy
Sign up early !

... See Mario
for details ...
at
The Catnip Pub
43 Main St.
Durham

PRI ZES /
WIN TER CARNIVAL DAN CE
11:0 0-1:3 0 am
Gran ite State RooDl

EVE RYO NE WE LCO ME /
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Wives
WIVES

continued from page 3

CARNIVAL of WINTER
VALUES!
-.... .

.

.

-

CHAMOIS
SHIRrs

$17.99

· MENS
DREss ·
SLACKS
2 for the Price
Off
WOMEN'S' _
button-down oxtor~

BLOUSES
$16.99

.

WOMEN'S

------~ool and wool blend

SK\RlS
2tor$30

ALSO:.

,..C~H--.E-EN_O
__S
__
·$_1_1_9_9__-re-g-ul-ar-ly_S_13-.9-0-great for spring

~

men's and women's

SAVE ON:

$1.99
Baseball shirtsTies and belts20 percent off
Fashion jeans- $14. 99 or 2 for $27
Assorted sweaters- 2 for the price of 1

my job is being phased out in
June. I don't know exactly what
I'll be doing in the future."
But Long has already accepted
''the
certain
amount
of
challenge" associated with finding a new job. She is presently ·
enrolled in a University course
dealing with young children's
handicaps.
"It is a developing field and I
hope to pursue a related career,"
she said.
Long also serves as an
executive board member for
numerous
professional
associations. She is president of
the Newington chapter of the
New Hampshire Educational
Association (NHEA), and the
UNH graduate is an active member of the Seacoast Alumni
Association.
Elaine
Fink,
wife
of
organizational behavior professor Stephen Fink, is Art and
Assistant Director of UNH
Publication.
· Mrs. Fink supervises the
design and production of most
University publications including
the undergraduate catalogue, the
Caboodle, and alumni, orientation, and recruiting literature.
"What I've mainly concentrated on for the past years is
creating an office that produces
high quality publications," Fink
said.
The department, "on a limited
· budget," has received several
awards including one from the
University and College Designers
Association, the Council Advancement Support of Education
(CASE), the Art Directors Clubs
of Boston and New York, and the
Art Direction Magazine.
Doris P-elerson, wife of soil
and water science professor
Nobel Peterson, describes herself
as "your full-time volunteer."
As an active member of the
American Red Cross, Mrs.
Peterson serves on councils at
both the state and local levels.
She is a New England Division
Volunteer· Consultant for Public
Relations (PR) and Public Information (PI).
·
Mrs Peterson has recently been
asked to participate in the Red
Cross'
New
Hampshire ·
Territorial Management Team.
"I was very pleased to be
chosen, even if it does mean more
work, because it's a brand new
team with only nine members,"
she said.
· Since 1974 Mrs. Peterson has
also been PR and PI Volunteer
.for the N.H. Public Television
Auction, and other special
projects associated with the
station's development department
''The first year, nobody knew
what I was referring to when I
mentioned the N.H. Television
Auction,'' she admitted.
But now, six years later, her
contacts include over 80
newspapers, 50 radio stations,
three commercial television
, stations, as well as state-wide
, cable television. She is also one
of five members on the Advisory
Board of Friends of N.H. Public
Television.
In November Mrs. Peterson
· teaches Christmas decoration
classes at the Durham Com. munity Church.
·
"Last year we made over $4,600
selling
theChristmas
decorations," she explained.
I "It's sort of my thing for the
chruch."

Red Cross
counting

..a:
-ronyou.
50 Main St. Downtown Durham
Next to Week's "restaurant
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Contest
CONTEST

continued from page 2_
taken steps toward the energy
reduction.
Every other flourescent light in
the halls of Hitchcock has been
disconnected, according to Hall
Director Cecelia Kelliher.
"In addition to the lights,"
Kelliher said, "We've turned
back the heat, which is something
! g._i~'t realize we could -do.
We've also installed weatherstripping in all the stairwells and
some rooms."
.

"One of the best things about
this contest and the concern with
energy in general is that it's
educational,'' Kelliher said.
"It teaches people how to cut
down on energy loss. It's all the
little things that will add up,"
Kelliher said. "I'd like to see
people turning off stereos when
they leave the room and get used
to being more conscious about
ordinary things like that.''
Bischoff said the University is
doing its part. "This year we
didn't turn on the electricity in
the five electrically heated dorms
until the steam went on in the
rest,'' she said.
"My hope is that it will raise
the level of awareness to the fact
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"People assume that we know
that it is the individual effort
which will help in the long run. everything," she said, "but the
We've got to eliminate the at- fact is that the people who are
titude of 'I paid for it so I'll use expected to know can't possibly
as much as I want" if .we're to be aware of all the problems."
In addition to the main dorm
keep the total cost down,"
contest, Maroon said, the council
Bischoff said.
''Another thing which will help will also be sponsoring two other
our self-help effort greatly," contests.
The first will offer a $15 prize to
Bischoff saic;i, ''is if students and
best
energy-saving
faculty will report any the
suggestion submitted from each
suggestions they have."

We have movedfro,:n..o-u,r
Main Street Store I
Our new location is at:
32 DOVER RD. DURHAM
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,ell's material on energy saving.
There will also be a $15 prize
awarded to one person from each
of the three areas who submits
the best design, according to
Maroon.

1980 FOOD SERVICE
GRADUATES: WE.HAVE A
MANAGEMENT CAREER PLAN FOR YOU!
We want to help you get a head start on your food service career. Why? Because that way we know we're filling the
management positions in our institutional accounts with qualified and committed food service professionals.
Our management training program is one of the best in the industry. You 'll find it 's the kind of basic business and
hospitality background you 'll use throughout your working life. And of course we hope you'll spend a rewarding
part of your working life with Ser.vomation.
Our training program stresses " hands-on" experience. We'll rotate you through each typical work station so you'll
know exactly what you're asking future employees to do. Our program also includes workshops on employee
relations, budgeting , and merchandising as well as food service.
·
You'll have your choice of a gradual seven month training program that leads to an appointment as an assistant
manager, or you can select our intensive two month program which prepares you to bean assistant managerfor a
school lunch program .
To qualify you should have, orbe working on, a degree in food service management, homeeconomicsordietetics. ·
And you should feel committed to a career in food service . Once you complete our program you'll be promoted to
assistant manager and be assigned to a manual feeding account somewhere in our Mid -Atlantic or Northeast
Divisions . Yourfirstaccountscould be in a college , business/ industry, health careorschool setting. We offer good
salaries and excellent fringe benefits including relocation assistance.
We 'll be visiting your campus to discuss our training program in detail. Look for us on Tuesday, February 12, 8:30
AM to4 :30 PM at the Career Planning and Placement Service in Huddleston Hall. lfyouareunabletoattend, call us
collect at (301) 821 ~5300 , ext. 282, or write:
Mr. Michael Traskey
Division Personnel Services Manager
Servomation Corporation
803 Gleneagles Court
Baltimore, Maryland 21204
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F

-

Student Diseount Student Discount

REPORTERS'
MEETING
5:30
Sunday

Say It With Flowers
on Valentine's Day
We've got Cl good selection
j, of roses, spring flowers
and plants
The Red Carpet
Flower and Gift Shop
·Downtown near The Franklin
Open M-F 9:00 - 5:30

Please attend

.Sat. 9:00 - 5:00

J _, ' . ' ,

of the three areas, Maroon said.
The second is a contest to find a
motto and logo for all the coun-
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editorial
•
Something IS
wrong at UNH
Something is festering beneath UNH's
seemingly calm ivy-covered surface and
spreading a poison throughout the University
community.
·
The school's academic mission is becoming
an academic abortion. Just this week,
Whittemore School Dean Charles Warden was
forced to resign. Warden found it impossible to
work with a faculty increasingly critical of him.
Warden's dismissal isn't an isolated incident
The University's professional problems go
beyond Warden and WSBE. The drawn-out Spitz
affair lingers like a bad dream as does the
Kolodny tenure case. Last spring, a report
indicated a rift exists between .the Student
Affairs and Academic Aff~irs offices.
These problems have pitted faculty against
administration, professors against professors,
and administrators against administrators.
Hardly a healthy process.

But if University professionals insist on
infighting and acting like neighborhood gossips,
what is the student's fate? After all, this
institution's primru:y concern is the students'
education. Isn't it?
When professors and administrators are
caught up in petty self-serving conflicts, how can
they concentrate on the students' education.
Last spring, professors in the political science
department said preoccupation with the Spitz
affair affected the quality of their teaching.
Warden, speaking about WSBE's problems, said,
"It is sapping the vitality of the faculty, making it
lash out at anything that moves ... "
When a faculty's morale is low and the pursuit
of intellectual excellence is blunted by anger,
disillusionment and confusion, the student
pays. Preoccupation with other matters and a
lack of intellectual excitement in a professor is
apparent to students.

When -professors have more important things on
·their minds than teachiM, th.ey demand less of
students. And students ,willingly give less,
ultimately screwing tliem,selves.
·
The collegiality that binds any strong
institution is disintegratintat UNH. Education
has become a battlefield instead of the
development of intellectu,al excellence.
Sure, many professors and administrators
weather these attacks on UNH. But somewhere
in the backs of their minds, the problems gnaw
like a rat on a basement wire.
UNH's next president had better be ready to
come to grips with some severe problems. He or
she must be strong, tough, and willing to make
some unpopular decisions. The professional
backstabbing must stop. Soon.
Students should once again become the
faculty's artd administration's most important
concern. It's time to leave the seamy side of
academia behind.

letters
Draft
'To the Editor:
.
In reading The New Hampshire of
January 29, I ·was struck by Messrs.
Cauchon's and Paradise's references
to the Thirteenth Amendment of the
Federal Constitution. I take exception
with their contention that institution of
Selective Service registration constitutes a deprivation of constitutional
rights guaranteed under Amendment
13.

The pivotal clause in Amendment 13
states that "slavery nor involuntary
servitude," shall be lawful within the
United States. Since th4;! adoption and
ratification of this amendment,
slavery has gone the route of the Edsel. Thus, the only question which
remains to be clarified is what constitutes "involuntary servitude."
Messrs. Cauchon and Paradise have
both interpreted "involuntary servitude" and "military service" as
bei.J)g ; synonymous. This is an
errbneous interpretation. According to
Black's Law Dictionary, servitude is
defined as "The state of a nerson whq
is subj_ected,. voluntarily or otherwise,
to another person as his servant." By
this definition one may see "involuntary servitude as falling within the
compass of "otherwise."
I will grant both Messrs. Cauchon
and Paradise that conscription is involuntary, but one is hard pressed to
call it servitude. If one does equate

conscription with servitude, one fails
to make the distinction between the
public and private domains. It is clear
that one person holding another in servitude is a private act violating the ·
public rights of the subjected party.
Conversely, it is equally evident that
Selective Service registration is an act
within the public domain. Without
going into an exhaustive discussion of
social contract theory, this distinction
between public and ptjvate rights is
essential to the discussion. Public
rights are guaranteed by the state,
whereas private rights are those rights
which the state may not abridge.
But is there to be a conflict between th~ p~blic and private rights,
the publlc nghts and their accompanying obligations always supercede
private considerations. With regard to
conscription, The Supreme Court has
determined that conscription is one
"of those duties which individuals owe
the state." (Butler v. Perry, 240 U.S.
328 (1916) and Draper v. Rhay, 315
F2nd 193 0963), 375 U.S. !175 (1963)
Therefore, it is only reasonable to conclude that if one is called for military
service, no deprivation ot ngms can'
possibly exist.
If one is to challenge military conscription via the Constitution, one may
take only one approach: challenge the
standing army. Article 1, Section 8,
clauses 12 and 13 empower Congress to
maintain naval and armed forces on a
bi-ennial basis.
The reason for this method of raising
troops is that the framers of the Constitution found a standing army to be
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an odious institution in the new nation.
But as time passed, the necessity of
maintaining a permanent standing
army became apparent.
Although the founding fathers made
no such provisions, early twentieth
century America found itself in need of
such a force. If one is to take Article 1,
Section 8, Clauses 12, 13 and 15 at face
value, any armed force must be
provided for through bi-ennial ap.propriation and/or state militia. But
since the ratification of the first seven
,articles and the first ten amendments,
the Constitution has had to remain
contemporaneous with the exigencies
of the day. At the turn of the twentieth
century America found itself as a
"first class world power."
lt was determined at that time that a
standing army was one of those unpleasant necessities that accrued to
world power status. Therefore the
methods of raising troops had to be
changed as well. Consequently, under
a ''new interpretation" of the aforementioned clauses of Article 1,
Congress passed the Selective Service
Act of 1940 (54 Stat. 885) and its subsequent amendment of 1941. (55 Stat
799) (note: these were the successors
to an act passed in 1916, the name and
number of which I do not have.) It has
been challenged in the courts on
several occasions and has· failed of
favorable ajudication for the plaintiff
on each occasion.
I hope this clarifies my differences
with Messrs. Cauchon and Paradise. I
believe that they should understand
that the Constitution is a living
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To the Editor:
As a senior at UNH, I have read The
New Hampshire regularly for three
years. In that time I have never read a
commentary that even approached the
caliber of Dennis Cauchon's article entitled "Afghanistan Need Not Be a
Prelude to War" that appeared in your
edition of 5 February. Mr. Cauchon's
thoughtful and detailed analysis of the
current political crisis is an excellent
rebuttal to the irrational war sentiment that has become so prevalent in
recent weeks. If we are to avoid the
disastrous errors of Vietnam, we need
strong, articulate and intelligent
dissent from insanely hawkish public
policy. Mr. Cauchon has provided us
with such dissent. Three cheers for top
notch journalism.
DavidK. Mulhern

1

Draft

To the Editor:
I recently visited UNH after an absence of one year. I was dismayed and
disappointed at the actions occurring
at mv old campus. This letter is
addressed not only to the anti-draft but
pro-draft students as well.
After receiving my degree at UNH
in 1978 I voluntarily enlisted as an officer in the United States Navy. Yes,
voluntarily. While students are yelling To the Editor:
Just
a
brief
note
of
prosaic phrases and singing songs
many of my friends are sitting off the acknowledgement of one of the finest
Middle East coast waiting orders that humanistic reporting feats to be
displayed in such a long time inThe
could Bestroy them.
'
This may seem a bit cliche but I New Hampshire. True, many have octhink you can make the connection. curred in the past, but none with such
While you go to class and parties fifty- astounding enthusiasm as Pam Dey's
three Americans are being held. The coverage of the Dance-a-thon for the
country neighboring them has been - Kidney Foundation. Hetzel Hall
deserves much praise for their work.
invaded by a superpower.
Speaking of that country thay have
Larry Tobias
no draft there. Instead they have con-

Mer!~r:t~;:~Pe~

DonlAngell
Gina Mae Sipe

Copy Readers

Circulation
Manager

Typists

Afghanistan

scription. ALL males, upon reaching
age 18 must enter the military and
serve two years. I can't speak for_the
other services but their Navy numbers
over 1000 ships.
The U.S. Navy numbers less than
400. (This can be confirmed in Jane's
Fighting Ships 1!179-1980.) You tell me
which is superior.
And as their recent actions show
they are not afraid to use their might.
Why don't you two groups get together
and protest this.
While we are on the subject let's
discuss the military. Despite rumors
to the contrary we are not mindless
murderers of women and children. I
have not been brainwashed into a
crazed killer. I still eat, sleep and
shower two or three times a week. I
am on duty 24 hours per day and have
been awakened after a 20 hour day to
inform one of my men of the death of
his father.
In closing I am not a hawk however I
am not a dove either. I salute the flag
once a day and am afraid to go to war.
War will not disappear simply because
of peaceful thoughts by one side. Both
must think the same thoughts. It is one
of the unfortunate sides of man.
The military is not John Wayne and
romanticism. Instead of waving signs
learn about those you discuss. Talk to
a soldier or sailor next time you are at
an airport or bus_station. I think you
will be surprised.
The next time you walk near Thompson hall look at the flag and think of
what it stands for. Have we as a nation
advanced so far as to be beyond selfrespect? If you wish to respond I
welcome intelligently written letters.
Ensign Steven Strausser
USS Truett (FF 1095)

Dance-a-thon

Advertising Manager
Asst. Business Manager
ClrculaHon
Manager

document, not to be allowed to collect
dust in the cryptic tombs of philology.
This does not dis~ount the possibility
of a new interpretation. But with
judicial precedence as our guide they
should not hold their collective breath
waiting for such a fortuitous act of
providence.
Edward A. Gage

Bllllng
Secretary
Advertising
Associates

Cindy Gates
Linda Williams
BrettKlmball
Louise MIiis

about letters
.The New Hampshire accepts all res1><:>nsible letters to the editor

and prints them as space allows, but c~mnot guarantee the in-clusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spac~ and a maxi~um of 500
words in order to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor'
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
Memorial_Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
.I
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War
To the Editor:
War seems very near to me this
morning. It is strange I never thought
Maxwell House coffee could do this to
me. Perhaps it was that croissant I
had for l;>reakfast. Oh, well, no matter.
Manufacturers really should predigest their products before they put
them on the shelf anyway.
I mean what do they expect anyhow.
We were all brought up on Gerber
Baby Food and Nestle formula, they

can't just expect us to graduate into
the grown-up world cold turkey.
Thank God for Michelob Light and
the Un-Cola, where would we be
without them. I mean that would be
like having to read Hannah Arendt or
Solzenitsyn without the New York
Times Book Review to tell us what
they said!
I guess the war hysteria must be
justified... History books tell us we are
always right. I suppose I petter switch
to Sanka and Pop Tarts. The White
House gave them the Winter Olympic
Seal of Approval.
So long from East Timor.
Charles R. Cragin, Jr.

WUNH
To the Editor:

WUNH is a 1_,750 FM radio station
with a signal radius of over 50 miles
and a potential audience of over one
million. listeners. We are funded
almost exclusively through the
Student Activities Tax. Our budget is
approximately $35,000 per year.
The Granite is the student yearbook.
It is distributed to all UNH students.
The Granite has a poor reputation. It
seems to be a little tardy every year.

The Granite budget is over $50,000 per
year.
WUNH's budget is not sufficient to
meet expenses. We are noncommercial. The New Hampshire, on
the other hand, can sell advertising
space and recently purchased a computer typesetter worth over $26,000.
The New Hampshire was also kind

enough to recently lend UNH a couple

thousand dollars to help us meet expenses. (a 5 percent interest)
I do not feel the students should be
taxed any more · to help the student
organizations. But I also feel the
students should be willing, not forced,

to buy a yearbook.
I propose that the student senate
reduce the budget of The Granite by
$20,000 and increase the budget of
WUNH by that amount. I am interested in hearing the views of other
students. If necessary, which would
you rather lose, The Granite or
WUNH?
Bill Grant
·Program Director

WUNH-FM
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Steve Ryan--a different kind of person
By Dennis Cauchon
Stephen David Ryan. UNH
student. Creator of epic films.
Ryan- IS 'within days of completing his first film, which was
nearly two years in the making.
It is a fifteen minute medieval
epic grandly entitled "The
Freemen."
''The movie is not for the
squeamish," warns Ryan.
''There are several scenes of
gratuitous violence."
The 21-year-old mechanical
engineer lives in a squalid, barewalled Englehardt dorm room.
The garbage can overflows, dirty
towels hang from the bookshelves, and a cheap pair of blue
Converse sneakers cover his
smelly feet.
"The film deals with the social
and economic mores of 12th century England," he says. "I consider it high art."
"He's full of bullshit," says
Stephen Higham, a floormate for
three years. "That's what he does
best.''
Ryan is good-natured and finds
it difffoult to be serious, Higham
says.

"The Freeme.1" was filmed on
location in College Woods and
more than thirty University
students appear in what 8,yan
calls a grandiose saga of good
versus evil.
The author is hesitant to talk
about his film at length; hopes jt
will be shown before a MUSO film
th_is semester. "Whether or not a
fifteen minute epic filmed on
Super 8 Kodachrome can be art
remains to be seen," Ryan said.
Ryan is a senior at UNH. He
never goes to parties, does not
recall having been drunk or
stoned, and says he enjoys
reading books like The Existential Pleasure of Engineering.
Asked what he would say if a
person called him a nerd, Ryan

says, "I would sa1 t~:it person
was highly perceptive.
And although Ryan says he
doesn1t particularly like being a
nerd, he's resigned to it..
.
David Choate, who hved m a
mini-dorm with Ryan last summer while the two did custodial
work at UNH, says Ryan struck
him as peculiar from the beginning.
. th'mgs, "
"He was always f.ixmg
recalls Choate. "Toasters,
bicycles, vacuum cleaners. He
never said anything, but he had
his own tool chest and that impressed me."
.
.
· Higham describes him as bemg
''of a dull and lumpish na_tw:~.''
. Ryan-disagrees; saying the two
best words to describe him are
"dynamic and immense."
"I'm a fat pig," Ryan says. "I
don't want people to see me."
Ryan is not a fat pig. But he
isn't a slim pig either. As for
being a pig, Ryan says the three
things he enjoys most are "food,
being a pig, and existing in a piglike state."
Ryan not only makes films, ~e
also writes humor, draws comic
strips, and works on projects he
calls arcane, but most others
would call downright boring.
He is part of a Sea Grant team
designing a device to measure
suspended sediment concentrations over tidal flats.
"It's a good time," he says. "It
gives my life meaning."
Ryan hopes to get a fellowship
~nd go to Northeastern University graduate school next year. If
he doesn't get accepted Ryan
says he'll go work in a gas
station.
For . entertainment, Ryan
usually goes to the movies ~ith
his girlfriend Joan, an art maJor,
who he has known since their

days at - Manchester Memorial
. High School.
.
--From his pale skin, it's obvious
his baby-face seldom sees
daylight. His voice fluctuates
from the overdramatic to a wry,
twisting tone that coats words
with irony and absurdity.
"I particularly like avantgarde foreign films," he says. "I
think the greatest film every put
on celluloid is 'Meatballs.' I don't
know about that crazy Bergman
stuff."
.
Ryan acknowledges his
failures citing his inability to
discove; the double helix structure of DNA as his most shattering. He is cheered however by .
what he calls his greatest success--the successful application
of deodorant every morning this
year.
. e1·t·
· priva
· t e, "
"I'm an
i is t --m
Ryan says. "No, no, don't write
that down. I'm going to get a letter from some jerk in Newmarket
who'll criticize me for refusinl? to
.pander to the illiterates. I don't
need that."
"I always thought I'd make
The New Hampshire," Ryan ·
says, "but as a hard news story,
not a feature--so I'm a feature? A
real campus character, eh?"
"What are you writing this
trash for anyway? People you
read about in The New Hampshire always come off sounding
like idiots. No, don't write that
down either, it'll insult your Steve Ryan stts relaxing. ( Chris Hart p)loto)
writers."
"Here I've sat for three years
being incredibly creati~e aJ!d e~:
tertaining, thinking; finally, they'd
have to send someone up to get
the story," he continues.
"Now that you're here, it's not
what it's cracked up to be. It's a
very painful experience.''
Ryan can also suffer beautifully.

featu·res,etc.
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UNH student runs his own food . business
by Barbara Stevens

At ten o'clock p.m., the cry of,
' ~ AND BAGELS! GET YOUR
&Jffi AND BAGHS HERE!" fills the
dorm. Doors open and hungry
students pour out into the hall to
buy a sub or a bagel from,
Dorison's Snacks.
Dorison's Snacks is a student-run food service, created by UNH
junior, Joe Dorison, which sells
subs, bagels, doue:hnuts and
pickles in the dorms at night,
Sunday through Thursday
Joe Dorison, a zoology major,
also interested in ec9nomics,
began his snack business in Hubbard Hall three years ago when
he was a freshman. Since then
Dorison's Snacks has expanded
from Hubbard to Stoke, Christensen, McLaughlin, Congreve, and
Lord Hall. Dorison's Snacks employs eight student vendors and
clean
who
others
two
refri_gerators and slice b_!lgels.
Dorison estimates his snack service is available to about 2,000
students, selling approximately
200 subs and 400 bagels a week.
There are two full-size
refrigerators in Hubbard Hall
where all the food is kept.
Dorison sets up the amount of
sandwiches and bagels and
doughnuts to be sold in each
dorm. At nine o'clock the vendors come to Hubbard and pick
up their food. Then they make
the rounds in their respective
dormitories. They then return to
Hubbard where they return unsold food to the refrigerators.
The vendors work on a percentage basis and, according to
Dorison, make between four and
six dollars an hour. "That
generally pays better than any of
the work-study jobs on campus,"
he says.
Dorison got the idea of a snack
business his freshman year when
a guy came around his dorm
selling sandwiches. Dorison
noticed that his sandwich selection was lim~ted, prices were

quite high, and his hours erratic,
but that students still bought his
sandwiches.
· Like m2ny students, he did not
have much spending money and
was often hungry. He realized
that the man selling subs could
get away with his business prac.,
tices because he had no competition so Dorison began to think
of alternatives.
For a while he and a friend
made subs in their rooms and
sold them to students at a --lower
price. They .found that students
were pleased with this service,
and that it was profitabl~;but it
took up too much of their time
shopping and preparing the sandfriend
Dorison's
wiches.
decided to give it up. Dorison
wasn't sure what to do.
One afternoon he saw a car in
front of a store in Durham with a
sign: "Theresa's Italian Sandwiches". He saw a woman get
out of the car and enter the store
carrying a box of sandwiches.
He
Dorison got an idea.
telephoned Theresa and asked if
she could deliver sixty subs a
week to his room. "It all started," says Dorison, "after I saw
the si~n for Theresa's sandwiches. '
He said he started the business
because, "I saw a student desire
which wasn't being fulfilled." He
admitted also to a fascination with
the student market. "And," he
smiled, "I get a lot of enjoyment
out of it." It is evident that he
does enjoy selling snacks if one
sees him make the rounds of, let's
say, Christensen. The night I
followed him around was a Thursday, and he decided to have a
s~ial. H~ bello'Yced through the
qmet corridors, B"!fY A SUB,
A boo~GET ONE FREE!
weary student emerged from his
room. Dorison knelt down on the
floor, handed out bagels and subs
and made change.
Joe Dorison has an astute
business sense that goes along

with his amiable nature. He does
not think that you can't create a
demand for something. "The
need has to be there,'' he
stresses: "You have to sell people
what they want." He caretuuy
follows the strict guidelines for
solicitors at UNH. He keeps data
which helps him decide how
~uch and what type of food to order. He gets ideas from listening
to students talk. "You gotta pick
up the ideas from the students,"
he said. He said he's heard a lot
of people say they wish Durham
had a pizza delivery service. So,
on February 15, Dorison begins a
pizza delivery service which will
employ more students.
He sees a lot of untapped
resources in the student market
ln Durham. There's a tendency
tor students to be taken advan-tage of by businesses in a small
college town because the
proprietors know that students
have no choice but to come to
them.
He thinks there should be
something done about the
situation and said if he were
going to be around longer he
would organize a cheap bicycle
repair shop and a cheaper way
for students to buy books and
notebooks. He noticed that
students weren't happy with the
refrigerator rental on campus so
he now sells . inexpensive
refrigerators to students.
He generates good will on earnpus by giving students a break.
To blood donors he gives a
discount. He donates money to
the annual Hetzel Hall Dance-a-.
thon which benefits the Kidney
Foundation. And if a student
. saves eight tags that c~me with
·
each sub, he gets one free.
As to the question of what will
.happen to Dorison's Snacks when
Joe Dorison graduates, he said Joe Dorison stocks up for his nightly food run through dorms on
that he's leaving that decision up campus. (Chris Hart photo)
to Hubbard Hall. "When I
graduate they get first dibs on
it."

./

I

. There's still hope for that chipped dish
photograph, restoring a damaged
bookcase, or touching up an oil
painting."
Students of the Department of
the Arts Museum Studies Class
are currently learning the
procedure in restoring works in
stone, textiles, ceramics glass
and metals in addition to furniture, photographs, and paintings. The students have each
come up with feasible solutions
and their research is on display
under the artifacts.
The conservator's responsibility is to preserve the original
object as much as possible. The
students in the Museum Studies
class selected the works in-'
eluded in the display, and wrote
the text and labels after carefully
researching the history behirid
each art iorm.
The va_rious pieces were
donated bv Strawbery Banke. the
·u niversity, and private collections.
century
eighteenth
An
American bookcase, donated by
Strawbery Banke, was stripped
of its original paint by a previous
owner. According to the accompanying text, it was stripped with
a rotary sander, leaving marks
on the pine surface.
An eighteenth century chair
had been badly damaged through
age and use. The text advised us
to strengthen the deteriorated
parts by impregnating them,
reinforcing or patching them to
insure no further damage . .
Replacement of a part would be a
last resort.
Restoration of stained oil paintings proved most eye-catching.
One painting of a school marm
This ceramic dog is one of the many exhibits at the University Galleries. If you can't find the reprimanding her students had a
mistake, here, go to the gallery and take a closer look. (Jonathan Blake photo)
large water stain streaked down

by Sza Cornelius

Need a fix? The University
Galleries can help.
The exhibit m the Seutter
Gallery-"Art Works in Trouble"-

- is a display of art forms that, .said Effie Malley, gallery
because of environmental or assistant. "People who have anman-made influences, have been tiques and want to know how to
ruined to some degree.
take care of them should come to
"It's an educational exhibit," ·learn about repairing a faded

the front of the dress. This pain-.
ting looked . beyond repair, but
steps were outlined to best combat the damage, and prevent fur- ,
·
ther problems.
A pastel portrait of a man had a
film of mold on it. To alleviate
this, it was suggested to first
fumigate the painting, and
remove the residuals of mold
with a soft bristled brush or a
pair of tweezers. This is a
delicate method because care
must be taken not to touch the
surface of the colors.
More elaborate methods were
involved when greasy soil had to
be removed from a pastel.
Chemical solvents such as benzene, toluene, or acetone were
•noted as feasible combatants.
Though all of the art works contained in University's Gallery's
current exhibit have serious
problems, looking at them with
their accompanyng solutions is
hopeful and optimistic.
. I.t is an exhibit for anyone who
IS interested in preserving the
past as well as the present. There
are examples of art forms from
the 1700's through to the twentieth century.
It is obvious from the text accompanied with each artifact . ,
that the students involved took a
genuine interest and concern
with their specified area.
If you have a warped table-top,
they have an answer. If you found
an old inkwell, there are
suggestions on ridding it of the
cloudiness.
"It's a learning experience,"
concluded Malley, "not only for

the students researching the

projects, but also for the public.
Everyone has a chipped dish or a
rickety chair. They'll find answers here."
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we're telling
44million .

Prisoners

in the
Unled States
howto

. AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY

Thirty
Percent
Off...

.escape.

____
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Open: Mon-Sat 9-5

-------------------------------Clip & Save --~----~---------------------- :

THE .COMMUTER LUNCH SERIES

I

Free workshops, films, speak~rs, entertainment, and dialogues with faculty

· Partl
i

Feb.13 "A Westerner Looks at the New China"
John Becket, Professor of Management
Feb. 19 "Economic r1atforms of the Presidential Candidates
Tuesday RichardHurd,Associate ?rof. of Economics, 12:30
Feb. 20 "The Presidential Race 1980: Carter vs. Kennedy,
Regan vs Everybody''
Robert Craig, Assistant Professor of Political Science
Feb. 27 "The Hidden Costs of Nuclear Power" . ·
~ 1-~
4
4
Richard England, Assistant Prof. of Economics ·
Jt. ~ 1/~ ~~<'.f
e/'9 'l-111,.- I
March 5 "Turning what you learn into what you earn';
1
Mary Jane Pernaa,Asst. Dir.,Career Planning
·
and Placement
Spen_d the week's turning point with us!

~~t.,o/:

St19e

'SsJi

.ess1e
lie
~19'11Ji
CJ9ellt:
rg !
IOIJ

.
I

■ ----------------------------- .

All events at noon on Wednesdays except as noted.
Sullivan Rm. MUB
Sponsored by Commiter/Transfer Center &
Dean of Students
Beverages provided
------------------------------------------------
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YOUR BEST

ii!i,:

!lit•

All Year Round

*,kniches

*

* nova *

lox

corned beef

* tongue·

* nine kinds of :_b agels

The best pastrami aroundl
Full breakfast menul
106 Penhallow St.
Portsmouth N.H.

431-1178
Mon. -Sat. 7-7
Sun. 8-3

Give
blood
,
so it can
bethe
first day

of somebody
else's, too.

..a:~
Tonyou.

And Enjoy The Comfort Of

SOFT·CONTACTS
NOW
ONLY

Clas sified ads

(Includes all professional tees)

Call 749-2094 for your
free trial fitting
at:

FOR SALE: 1975 Dodge powerwagon, 318

MENI-WOMENI

bllNETTE BJITlf.lDE
:-..
·=:::=·•:

LICENSED OPTICIANS

\:O

1-j

=::::==

l

I

:.=.=:·.=.==

466 CENTRAL AVE.

V/Si"

UPPER SQUARE, DOVER

:4

COUNSELORS: Co-ed chlldren's camp-N.E.
Pennsylvania. 6/21·8/21. Interested In
=::;::= -students
and faculty who are Into personal

=-=~===·.,::::=·••..:=·.. .:=•.:::::=·•.::::=·•.::::=·••::::=·.,::::=·••::::=·••;:::=· ••;:;::••.::::=·•.;:::=·••;:::=·••;:;::•••;:;::•••::::=·•.::::•···.·:•···:::·

for sale

1971 Mallbu 350V8 3 speed 18 mpg. Exe.
engine needs body work. $400 or 8.0. 926"
2891.2/15

3 Rivers Canoe, Fiberglass, 15; Padded
seats, Red, Excellent Condition, 2 laminated
Paddles. $275 Kathy 2·2753. 2/8.
Birds for Sale- Baby Zebra Finches. SALE
PRICE $4.00 each. phone 868-2230.2/19.
7 piece llvlng room set, 1 sleep sofa, 1 love
seat, 1 chair, 1 solld pine rocker 2/pads, 2
end tables. 1 coffee table, all In excellent
condition $550 nog. tete. 868•7305 after 6
p.m.2/22.
1972 White Pontiac Catalina, 48,000 ml.,
Mecent repainting, Engine in top conamon,
No body rust. Car Is In excellent condition.
12·15 mpg Call Steven Rm 647. 862·2381,
868-9730. 2/19.
1971 FORD GALAXIE 500 55,000 ml; excellent
running cond, new shocks, brakes, battery
exhaust. 664"9035. $500 or B.O. 2/22.
For Sale to a good home. vw Camper In
excellent condition-Including five Mlchelln
radials, snow tires, AM/FM 8 track stereo and
speakers. Asking $2850. Call 868-5548 after
5:30.2/22.
1977 Scout II, low mileage V-8, 4w/d, zlebarted, well maintained. never olowed. PIS. P/B.
used regular g~•. $4,450. Call Deerfield, NH
463-7403. 2/15:
Fine wood for sale, all different sorts, cut or
uncut etc., call Paul White 749-3199. 2/12.
Does your dorm room or apt. lack lndlvlduallty and style? We wlll custom-make
bars, coffee tables, lofts, bookshelves and
other furniture to your specifications. For
fine quality and Inexpensive prices call 21695. 2/8.

, · Shirts for Sale "The Year of the Chlld"
(Symbolic) printed on front See Jon Rm. 324
Babcock or 868-9808.2/8.
Moving-must sell almost new stereo hi fl
system YAMAHA CA-1010 AMP. • Preampllfler. YAMAHA full autom. Turn table. 2
Norman Lab. (100 wot/channel) speakers.
20 free latest records with purchases of
sysJem Call 742·5420. 2/12.
Coats: Alpine Designs Parka-Red, size
Medium cost $100 new, asking $50;
Powderhorn Mountlneerlng ski Jacket-red
and maroon, size small, cost $120 new,
asking $65. Both are In excellent shapeExactly llke new. Call Cathy 868-2669.
Leave a messaae. 2/18.
SEWING MACHINE: White Rotary, the classic
workhorse, complete with wood cabinet,
storage drawers and antique accessories
for ruffles, pleats, etc. good for costumes.
Call evenlnas 868-7196
1971 Dodge window Van Slant six engine
runs well, new snows, good springs, body
solld, asking $700. Call868-7151. 2/15.
Ski Sweaters made to order- $50. Call Elaine
431-7316. 2/12.

,,8

FOR SALE: 1966 classic Rambler, no rust. 8687419 or 749-3562. Ask for Todd.

1979 Datsun 510 4door-lmmaculate cond.
poly-blue w. black cloth Interior, manual
transmission, rustproof, undercoating, AM•
FM, recllnlng seats only 8,000 mlles. Must sell
$5~00. 742·5235. 2/26

services
Professional TYPING at Its best by University
Secretarial Associates. IBM CORRECTIN~
SELECTRIC, choice of style, pitch; grammar,
punctuation,
spelflng .
corrected.
Reasonable rates for superior quality. Diana
Schuman, 742-4858. 2/29
THE MUSIC BOX has the best In Disco, Rock •
Oldles for your next partv. Over 2 yrs. experience. Make your next party a success.
Call Nick Karas at 2·1128. 2/15.
TYPING·•Papers, letters, resumes, etc.

s·60/pg double spaced $1.00/pg. slngle
spacea· CALL KAREN,--Evenlngs, weekends

868-9666. 2/12 . •

JOBS ON SHIPSI American. Foreign. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer Job or career. Send
$3.00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. G-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
3/7.

~

Babysitters and parents unltel The Com- ·
muter/Transfer Center Is continuing Its
babysitting pool, a 11st of babysitters and
relevant Info. Interested parents • sitters
visit Room 136 or call-462·2136. 2/8.
VW's tuned. I wlll come to your car and
change points, plugs and oll, and adjust
valves and timing. $30 to $45. Guaranteed
work. Call 664-2570. 2/7.
TYPING-Retired Secretary. Experienced In
all types of term papers, also novels, ar•
Hcles, etc. Reasonable rates, prompt service. Located walking distance to UNH.
Anita. 20 Park Ct. Durham, 868-7078. 2/12.
Guitar • Mandolin lessons. Experienced •
reputable teacher- professlonal musician
teaches at a convenient Durham location.
Youve tried the rest now learn from the best.
Reasonable. ALAN ASH. 868-2646. 2/15.

growth. Positions . available: swimming
(W.S.I.), boating, canoeing, salllng, water•
skiing, tennis, gymnasllcs, baIeball,
basketball, soccer, golf, camping, nature,
dramatics, piano, guttar, art, woodworking,

ceramics, batik, sculpture, macrame, pol-

tery, ham radio, photography, yoga. Write:
12 Allevard St., Lido Beach, ~.Y. 11561. On
campus Interviews arranged. 2/12.

Got the morning-after munchies? come to a
PANCAKE BREAKFAST AT Delta Zeta, 25 Madbury Rd. All you can eat for $2.001 Tickets
available at the door. Sat. Feb.9 from 9:301:00.
Bruce C. • Sorry to hear about your lnJury... please get wlll soomll Also thanks so
much for helping me last semester and ex•
peclally thanks for being my friend. J. 2/8

Masonry-year round; specializing In
colonlal restoration, veneer, chimneys. All
work guaranteed. References -avallable.
we are Insured. Call Mark at 659-2537 or
Skip at 749-3092. 2/8.

Durham House of Pizza Dellverles. Nightly
dellverles 9:30 and 11 :00. Call 45 minutes In
advance: Delivery Charge: call 862-2224
2/22.
. .

~

LOST: A gold Cross-pen lost somewhere
between Stoke and Spauldlng life Sciences. Has an Inscription: "Purr, Pis, Pie". Has
real sentlmental value. Please call Prlscllla
at2-2384.
FOUND· A male black and white cat In
Young;s parking lot. If It's yours, call 6642818.2/22
LOST· Set of keys somewhere near PIKE and
AZ. on Strafford Avenue. There's two keys on
a gold basketball key ring with 9 blue baby
pin attached. Call Donna at 868-7309 or
leave a message at 862-1789. 2/15

for rent
Apartments for rent-SOMERSWORTH· Each
has two bedrooms; one with porch and den
at $65, the second at $60 weekly. Includes
heat hot water, cable TV, stove,
refrigerator and washer/dryer hookups. No
pets. References required. Security deposit.
call 207-676-9043 after 6. p.m. or on
weekends. 2/8.

1970 Flat 850 needs work on starterotherwise, good running condition. Best of•
fer. 742•2013 evenings. 2/8
Hooter-It was great going all the way with
you. Sure was worth lfl Love She. 2/8
We did ttf ·The Parapsychology Club Is now
TOSNOM, a recognized SAFO; for more Info.
and exciting times contact Patrice 868-9822
or Ellse 868·2992. 2/8.

personals

TYPING- 3 years experience on IBM·C. Contact June Slff, Stllllngs Box 1121 or call 868-

lost and found

Lost In Main Street area small black • white
8 year old cat female wearing white flea
collar• name Is Nickey Id founcf call collect
207-324-0734 ask for Lou Nargan. 2/8

TOSNOM presents a lecture or:, Regression
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer/year-round. $800Recall February 11, 1980, 7:30 p.m."in "ihe
2000 monthly! All flelds-parks, fisheries,
teaching and morel How, where to get Jobs. , HIiisboro Sulllvan Rm . Is there an afterlife •
come and learn the ans~er. 2/8
1980 employer llstlngs. $3. Alasco, Box 2480,
Goleta,CA 93018.2/22.
- ·· You deserve the best In furnishings.
Turn that
boring dorm room Into a home. For customNeed a Job? ·Haves a car? Deliver Pizzas on
made furniture at low prices call 2·1695 and
campus. Hours 9:30-11:00 p.m. or 11-12:00.
see Just how lnexpenslvetylou can outfit
must be able to work three days a week.
your room In the best styl~_.21_ .
Call Joe 862-3336 after 11 ;00 p.m. Good
payll2/25.
FOR A SPECIAL VALENTINE GIFT, Have the
"The New Hampshire Gentlemen"
serenade · your sweetlell $12 on ·campu1
and S15 of Includes three crooning ballads
and a carnation. Contact Charlie at 8689817 or 2·1576 for Information or
scheduling. 2/12.
Mike . Okay, Big bird • I try aglan. Belated
Birthday Greetings from your 13th caller.
Have you eve~ had a Snow Bunny and a
Sorry I never got you a card. WIii this take Its
Gold medal In one night? Come experienplace? see you at Happy Houri XXOO •
ce them both· at the Lake Placid Massage
Hank.
Parlor Friday nlghtl 2/8.
come and eat at a Pancake Breakfast at
Does·school rub you the wrong way? Let Phi
Delta Zeta, 25 Madbury Rd. Breakfast served
Mu and Lamda Chi rub you the right wayl
from 9:30-1 :00 on Sat. Feb. 9 ALL WELCOME!
F;lday night cif Greek Night of Sln112/8.

Looking for a good breakfast? come to
Delta Zeta, 25 Madbury Rd. on Sat. Feb. 9
from 9:30·1 :00 and have. all the pancakes
you can eat for $2.00. Tickets avallable at
door. ALL WELCOMEII 2/8

9815. 2/15

engine, regular gas, 25 gal. tanlt. Auto,
power steering, power brakes, v.g. tires, 7
1/2 Fischer pfow. V.g. overall condition.
45,000 mlles. $3800. Call 868-7419 or 6795029.

Wanted: Small working refrigerator. wlll pay
$40.00 Call Joe after 11 :00 p.m. 862-3336.
2/15.
Attention second semester freshman and
upper class women. The U.N.H. sororities Invite you to rush starting Sunday, Feb. 10 In
the Senate-Merrimack ~oom of th.e MUB. The
Registration fee Is 2.50. 2/8.
··· The Panhellenlc Council ot UNH Invites all
women to rush startlni;I Sunday, feb: ,oat
6:00 In the Senat•Merrlmack room of the
MUB. Registration fee Is 2.50. 2/8.
GOING SOUTH SPRING BREAK? Spend 10 days
In warm, sunny Ft. lauderdale, save money
and trip arrangement hassles. Enjoy your
vacation and Join the UNH Sun Seekers.
Contact: Pete or Ron at 2-1296 or 868-9723. '
2/26.
MJ the pipeline between 1007 and 124
hasn't been put to use this semester.
Remember the fearsome foursome, 1:00
cries fro beers, dear Ann talks; more kooky
times ahead? Genuine friendships never
end. Love ya, Nance. 2/15.

Attention Residents of Area I and Faculty- .
On Feb.15th. There wlll be a Valentine's Day
Square pance aoonsored bv the Area I
Programming Board. Time: 8:00·12:00 •
snnfngiDlnlng Hall. Refresfimenti served. so
come and have a great time at the
sweetheart Square Danc;e.2 /15.
~:nb!~t"( ::u'rJ'td':. ~1c:~J~or,9~~~~ 1r~
Tuesday and Wednesday though, with a b~g
boost from you. Thanks a lotl 2/8
Deb J.· Have an excellent birthday! 20 at
last. I hope to see you at Scorps to help you
celebrate. We can't overdo It though • we
have to be able to stand up In the K.8.
tonight. Get psychedlll Love, Deb 8. 2/8
To the Carin~ cassanova, Yeah, It's mel Oh,
oh mom. he s clavlna with mv hair. (Mom,
wants to know...) L's A 8, FLAD, Oh Boyl The
ma~lc number 7(8,9,10• ?) Whoa Baby, say
"HII ' to Sexually Frustrated. You're stlll
young, etc., Sanity's Side, Thanks for being
therel Love and kisses 99 with 50 more to
go.2/8
Students For Recycling • our next meeting Is
Thursday, February 14 at 7 p.m. In the MUB
Belknap room. All new people welcome.
~ b_ottte..todav12112
·
Alright, Rachel. Here's yours, now where's
mine? Just keep repeaffng "I love hard
newsl I love hard news!" Warmest, Tom 2/8
To those who put on the parties In lord last
weekend • Excellent tlme... they were appreciated • keep them golngl P.S. Happy a.
day "loud" J&M 2/8
Hey 42 • Where are you now? Miss seeing
you around and thru the wlnd~w. Hope to
see· you ,w earing your socks on the
14th... me. 2/8
MARY DIXON GIBBS · You are SO tunny
looking. sincerely, Head of the National

Nose League 2/8

To my Welsh Rarebit, lotsa love from your little cabbaae. You are my reason to be
cheerful number 1. 2/8
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You too should be a part of the
American voice being published by
Van Steads. Send your signed
[Print Name Clearly lOriginal Poem
Idea/ or Short Story [1 Page]
With $25 to:
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SAWYER 3rd: Want to know why we're up19f?
We don't appreciate drunken savages,
doors slammrng In our faces, certain gossip
floating a·round up there, and your friend
Brettl How about some simple hospltallty?
Think about It fella11 And remember, were
tuffer than you think.I. 2/8
DANCE·A·THONERSI You can find me home
definitely Thurs nights, Friday 2/8, Wed 2/13,
Fri 2/15, all weekend 2/16"17 • Monday
night 2/181 Or see Gall this weekend 2/9-10,
Thanks- Ruthie. 2/8
LOST· One pair brown leather, down mittens.
On 7:00 Hampton-Durham K-van, Sunday 2·

3-80. Please return to Boyd Smith, Rm 12-A
Atlantic Hotel, Hampton Beach, NH or call
926"9724. 2/19

Hooter, Gall, Chip, Erin, Chip, J-,n, Valerie,
JIii, Mackeroon, all the dancers • all those
that came to visit• this weekend was unforgetable. Thank-you for your help and,
moat of all, support. Love Shella. 2/8
Matt and Mike, the menu Is planned. We'll
bring the stea.ks you bring the meat.
Chocalate fondue for dessert; anything It
particular you'd care to have dipped? See
you on Saturday. Your gourmet chefs. 2/8
To all the dancers who made It the 48 hours.
You're the greatestl What more can I sayl
See you February 13th. Love Gall, 2/8
Chip, Kathy, JIii, Ruthie, Dana, Sue, Judy,
Holly, Lori, Robin, Marcella, Becky, Dave,
and all of Hetzel-We should be damn proud
of ourselves. ·Most successful ever! Love
Gall.2/8
CG: Boston here we comel Maybe an apt.
on Comm. Ave for one law student and one
career woman? Love, J. 2/8
LD ... lt was a good weekend-so glad we

were able to spend time together, talk.

have fun ... etc.etc. And L • M did not come
home and find strangled bodies lying
about. Lera look forward to a fun spring •
getting skinny, playing tennls•.. enJoylng our
last semester, Love, "JI". 2/8
Congratulatlons to the Hetzel Dance-a-thon
winners. Hooter you got balls! Cash In on the
Nad Dating Service prizes whlle the dates
are hot. Chip you're a winner. Hold on to
things next door. Look before you cross the
street. Sincerely Roxanne. 2/8
To the cutle In Chl-0. This makes It 3 weeks.
Lets go 3 months, 3 years, 3 llfetlmes. I'm
glad It happened with you. Lolllpops and
love, road trips, cold trips, I want to meet
mom. Happy Anniversary. Love, Cutest. 2/8
Wanted Head Cook Station 319. 692-5050.
2/12
Tlmberland Boots NEVER used. Size 10¼. Best
offer.2/8
Wanted: Couch- need one desperately, wlll
take anything In a reasonable condition.
Call 868-9797 or 2·2285, ask for Marty or
Ron. 2/8
Pupplesll Choose from a llter of five, first
come, first serve. May be taken the first
week of March. Call 868-5498.
To one of my roomies, a fellow dlsllker of a
one Mr. s.c., whafs the story hon? It was
y.our turn this week to put the ad In. Why do I
OlwayI end up doing the dirty work, you
fagl Only kidding. Well... here aaelll HaYI
s.c .. your motha works at _pizza hut. _Your
adoring tans, TGK 2/8
E. Thomas • Have a great day and a super
weekendl2/8
Hey Babe • glad you're feeling better, but
you stlll owe me a dinner (Halhal) CG 2/8
Hey Lisa In Marston: I llke how you don't get
Involved! With friends llke you around, wno
needs enemies? From now on, show your
real two-faced self Instead of being phony.
I hope that you ~an llv~ wlth__y(?~_rself (no.
doubt you canl). Thanks "friend"! 2/8

...
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by Jeff MacNelly
Shoe
DeVito

by Gary Trudeau

Doonesbury
OKAY, ONe RNAL QU&ST/r,J.
"WHAT[)(} '>()IJ GENEMLLY
TH/NI< ABOUT POUS? II

I

DEVITO
continued from page 3
Blue circles, DeVito explained,
express relationships between all
the areas - welding, sculpture,
pottery, woodworking and the
kiln, to name a few. Overlapping
circles represent the same room,
arrows symbolize a physical connection.
''Linking components is the
major objective,'' he said.
A computer sits against one
wall, "containing a file of all
facilities -- room square feet,
character, quality, location and
association,'' he said.
In addition to limitations of
money and space, DeVito said,
there
are
environmental
limitations. For example, the
University computers require a
certain .humidity and temperature.
Other jobs, DeVito said, include "working on the capital
budget request and an intense effort in architecture for handicap
access ramps.
"University planning is different than that of developers
because there is no end in sight.
We assume the University will be
here for decades and the University is constantly changing."

Collegiate crossword
2

3

4

5

7

8
11 Skulls
13 Draw out
14 Show anger
1 Burns
51 Word in Bogart
16 Math ratio
6 Laughs loudly
19 Item for Isaac
11 Alpine abode
phrase
53 Actress Hagen
Stern
12 Fly
22 Steel-making
54 Examined before
14 City in Spain
element
robbing
15 Destructive ones
23 Those who make
55 Legume used for
17 Cooking fats
18 'Baseball abbreviothers happy
forage
, ation
26 West Indies magic
57 Garden flower
27 Bounds' partner
(2 wds.)
20 Dravidian tongue
59 Sea nymph
30 Miss MacGraw
21 Black birds
32 Greek letter
60 Wandering
22 - ' s throw
24 Ballplayer Petro- 61 College buildings 34 Clergymen
35 Letters, in Athens
62 Sailors
celli
36 Senator Hatfield's
25 Rita
state
26 Texas sight
DOWN
37 Put off
(2 wds.)
39 Uses logic
1 Ancient vehicle
28 Tuck's partner
2 " - Across ~ .a 40 Least feral
29 Fit as food
·41 Glove material
31 Refresh, as a room
Table"
44 Gun shots
3 Woeful word
33 Oahu wreaths
4 Mr. Schoendienst 45 Profit
34 Egyptian god
-48 Spanish book
5 Surprises
35 sign
50 Gem weight
38 School assignments 6 Gulch
52 At no time (poet.)
7 Egg cells
42 Before, in poetry
8 Grammatical taboo 54 Mr. Albert
43 Jack of nursery
rhyme, and family 9 Detecting device 56 Goal
58 Period
10 Power to endure
46 de vie
47 William -

ACROSS

~

49 December songs
50 Arrived

Fast

Film

Collegiate CW76-26

CLOUDS
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8
saturday, february 9
9:00 p.m. until closing
WILDWOOD LOUNGE
New England Center
Strafford Avenue
Durham, N.H.

Spring
Special
Thru February
$ 20 deposit wlll

hold your bike tlll spring

,

$30 off

Try KODACOLOR 400
_Film, the high-speed
print film for low light ·
and fast-action pictures . Available in 11 O
and 35 mm sizes.

our.$189 model .

NOW

Fuji Bike

at

go

5 percent of all s_
a les wiJI
toward The Durham
Fund for Bikeways ~nd Pedestr_ipn Paths
·

Durham B..ike

19 Jenkins Court, Durham, N.H.
868-5634
1tiOU RS: Mon. -Fri. Noon-5, Sat 9-3

T&C

photo
center
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Energy
·SELFHELP

continued from page 2

PAGE NINETEEN

by Craig White

State

"We are going to · have to
change in our outlook toward
energy. Wasteful and luxurious
expenditures of energy must be
cancelled out,'' French said.
The self-help energy program
has also embarked on an
awareness campaign which
focuses on energy conservation.
"We have fluoresent light
covers to help stop excessive
lighting, and newly designed
energy posters. There is active
student participation on campus
which brightens the future considerably, French said.

Asbestos
ASBESTOS
continued from page 1
beremoved.
After placing the material in
plastic bags, the three workers
put the bags into 55 gallon drums,
which were then bolted shut.
Plebani said the drums would be
stored in the University's hazardous waste building, and then
would be shipped to a contractor
in Massachusetts that handles
hazardous materials.
A total of 11 drums were collected.
Plebani said this was the first
time asbestos has been removed
from a University building using
such safeguards but he expected
such safeguards to be used commonly in the future, as people
from PPO&M work on asbestos
products on campus.
He also said that using such
safeguards caused an added expense, but he said he didn't know
the exact cost.

Kennedy

Doonesbury

by G_a ry Trudeau

~o

IA/ell, He'S

Ht~

GOT A IAHJlE
BUNOI OF GUYS
WITH HIM.

Ml/<.& ..
I

I

Shoe

by J~ff MacNelly

KENNEDY
continued from page 3
At the following party, sponsored by UNH's newly-formed
Faculty for Kennedy Committee,
the subject of Pres. Carter's accomplishments was also raised.
"I think Carter's basically a
decent guy," Kennedy said, an
opinion that was rather unpopular with his audience. "But
there are some not-so-nice forces
in our country, and I feel he can't
handle them."
"He's not a fighter, he's a
manager,'' Kennedy observed.
He also discussed Sen. Kennedy's gas-rationing policy, his·
opposition to the draft, and his
support
of
a
two-year
moratorium on nuclear power.
"Senator Kennedy would support nuclear power if it were safe,
but it doesn't seem to be," Kennedy said. He was referring to the
Kmnedy report on the ~Mile
Island nuclear incident that,
''Carter ordered, then completely
ignored," he said.
An emotional moment of Kennedy's visit was during a
question-and-answer peri~d at
Hannon's when a man asked
Kennedy to re-read a portion of
the speech he had made at the
Kennedy Library dedication last
October.
Kennedy refused. "I wrote this
about my father back then, I said
it back then, and I think I'd like to
keep that moment to myself."
Both receptions were part of
Kennedy's campaign (or local
support. He praised the efforts of
the volunteer workers who turned
out to see him.
"The action of the Senator
won't make a difference without
the actions of the people who
believe in him.''

.L

Tank McNainara··

by· Hinds and Milla~
CJ978 Universal Press Syndicate
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PROPOSED .SAF~FUNDED ORBANIZATIONS BUD&ETS
THE FOLLOWINI BUDIETS ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION
BY THE STUDENT SENATE FOR THE 1980-81 FISCAL YEAR
ANYONE WHO WISHES TO OBSERVE THE APPROVAL
PROCESS OR fflAKE COfflfflENTS on THE BUDIETS
SHOULD ATTEND THE STUDENT SENATE fflEETINI
AT 8 P.ffl. SUNDAY IN 210 mcconnELL HALt
THE GRANITE
Budgetltem
Senior Photo Commission
Student Activity Fee

78/79 Budget Operations 78/79 79/80 Budget 80/81 Budget
3,300
46,322

3,000 .

Reserves
Yearbook Sales
Investment Income
Refund to Expense
Mlscellaneoua Commission
TOTALS

50
2,631
826

500.

52,672

3,414 46,285
285
77
1,000

4:200
45,615

55,650

2,800
100
0.

0
20
-1,000

800

300
54,215

59,770 '

53,518

3,300

78/79 Budget Operations 78/79 79/80 Budget 80/81 Budget

Budget Item
Advertising
ASO Handllgn Charge
Insurance
Phot Equip & Repair
.-Replacement
--Repair ·
Printing
Compensation
-Editor-In-Chief
-Business Manager
-Production Editor
-Photography Ed~tor
Senior Section Editor
-Literary Editor
-Asst. Business Manager
-Photography Staff
· -Photography Staff
-literary Staff
-General Staff
-Associate Editor
Supplies
-Office
-Photographic
-Postage
-Postage
-Telephone
Conference• Travel
TOTALS

500
995
232
1,200
(600)
(600)
41,345
4,650
750
400
400
. 500
200
·300
120

346
960
232

800

800
320
533

989

(756)
(233)
40,090
4,338
750
400
400
575
200
360
120

1,125 (

500
1,008
232
1,200
(600)
(600)

0

Change

-900
10,035
-2,800
-80

5,555

Change

625
-1,008

-0-

42,880

4,900
750
400
400
500
200
300

1,000
(700)
(300)
44,000
5,220·
800
400
500
500
200
300

-200
( 100)
(-300)
1,120
320

900
300
1,200

100
-0200
-250
4,898

50

-0-

_100

-o-

-0-

·-o-

350

8,325
421

800
300
1,000
250
3,095
200

1,300

2,512

1,495

3,000

1,505

1,200

5,132
260

900

4,263

500

500

3,363
-0·200

300
1,000
3,350 .

500

7,993
230

~o.

~o

~8- s:m
SEXUAL ·AWARENESS CENTER
-AW) .
52,672'

t §/79 Budget
Office Supplies
Telephone
Programs
Books & Publlcatlons
Staff Salaries
Social Services
Travel Expenses

ASOCharge
Advertising
TOTALS:

400
480
1300
500

~o

55;1 8

Operations 79/80 BudgetProposed 80-81

291.91
241.80

1783~

0

429.64
0

500

1019.55

50

0

75
700
4005

$4,215

70
637
4472.80

300
250
21'50
500
0

300

150

-0850
150
500
-200
100

. 0

0

1500
6350

500
1810

250
3000·
650
500

200
50
90
1000
4540

TOSNOM
Th~ Organization for the Study
of the Nature of Man
Office Supplies _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $300.00
Telephone
200.00
Programming
1800
Books & Publications
150.00
Advertising
700.00
TOTAL
$3150.00

Change
-0-

0

\

1
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town-Special and three hoops
"Our inability to make layups
from backcourt mate Dana early coupled with poor foul
Chapman in a span of 1: 15. The shooting (14-26) all the way
quick surge ignited a 29-12 Wild- through was too much to overcat run, which climaxed with 2: 31 come," said coach Friel.
left and the apparent blow-out
The Wildcats suffered another
was down to a respectable, 87-78.
11 point setback earlier in the
HOOP
The nine point edge was not week with this "L" coming at
continued from page 24
enough to keep Crusader coach Maine._
Tuesday was not any ordinary
But UNH came roaring back George Blaney comfortable and
behind[ a Paul Dufour Down- the four corner offense was in- night in "The Pit"; this was a
.stalled.
night for the spectacular. In
"It's a great tribute to Orono, Maine, spectacular refers
Gerry's k1as to nang in the way to Rufus Harris or as the A.A. anthey did tonight,'' said Blaney.
nouncer prefers to say, "Rooofis
"Coming back the way we Harrrrrisss."
did," said guard Randy Kinzly,
The sell-out crowd came to see
"that's what it's all about."
Rufus score his 2000th point and
Robin Dixon led four UNH .to see Maine de(eat UNH, in that
players in 'double figures with 25 , order. And they saw it, in that
MEN'S HOCKEY
points and Ronnie Perry finished order.
continued from page 24
with a season high 33.
The shot was an 18 foot baseline
after intercepting a Mike
Waghorn pass deep inside the
UNHzone.
Bill Army was next. Netting
his first of two on the night,
sliding a backhander under
Pearson's pads from in close at
13:42.
Minutes later, Army imitated
Ewanouski's goal when he skated
in untouched from the right side
boards.
For the period, Pearson stopped 12 shots, and O'Connor eight.
Chippy would be a less than
descnptive word for the second
period. And though UNH would
~elebrate St. Valentine's Day'
pull to within two, it was
definitely done the hard way.
with records, books, games,
Referees Dana Hennigar and
Charlie Holden chose to let the
stuffed animals and our roo
two squads battle it out, and that
they did.
full of beautiful, funny and
Penalties were few and far
between, but the scuffles, hitting,
lovefilled cards.
and wide-open play delighted the
partisan crowd.
John Normand would silence
the fans at 14:44 by drawing away
defenseman Joe McCarran and
then O'Connor to pocket a
backhander.
O'Connor was forced to leave
the game between the second and
third period with a strained tendon in his right knee. Sophmore
Doug Ellis replaced him.
Student Rentals
The switching of goalies was a
blessing for the Wildcats.
After Bill O'Dwyer regained
the three-goal BC lead, Normand
For the School Year 1980 - 81
netted his second on a carbonWalking Distance to Campus
copy of his first. Dana Barbin
and Bob Francis again assisted
T9w' Bedroom units for
on the goal.
3 or 4 Students
Two and a half minutes later,
$2,340 per semester
Francis brought UNH to within
One Bedroom units for 2 Students
one, 4-3, shoveling a backhand
$1,550 per semester
through Ellis' pads after Ron
Reed screened a slapshot from
Find your own roommate
thepoint.
,
We
pay for heat
The goal fueled the already hot
and
hot water
UNH offense, as the Wildcats apFor an appointment, call 868-5542
plied heavy pressure as BC lost
control of the contest.
and ask for Nick
''UNH played well,'' said Eagle
coach Len Ceglarski. "They took
advantage of us with their
forechecking, and caught us
sleeping.
.
We let them come at us. We
didn't plan to do that. We wanted
to go at them with it 3-1, and 4-1."
Live entertainment every Sunday
"It's hard to take this loss-it's
a hard one to swallow," Normand
9:30- closing
said. "But they way we came
back was good to see."
Featuring:
though UNH's offense swarmed
med the BC net, the Eagles still
got several excellent scoring opportunities.
Pearson was nothing short of
incredible as he used his goalsaving sprawl to full efficiency,
twice denying BC on 2-on-1
breaks.
_
But time was against the Wildcats, and though they pulled
Pearson for an extra man with a
minute left in the game, they
failed to get the equalizer.
"A miss is as big as a mile, except from a psychological standpoint," UNH coach Charlie Holt
said.
Holt said UNH must win five of
its remaining seven games to
make the playoffs. "Five hundred is just not going to get you
there."
The Wildcats host the
Rumanian National team tonight
in an exhibition game at 7:00. The
Rumanians are playing eastern
college teams as a final tune-up
for the Winter Olympics next
week in Lake Placid.

Hoops ters
lose, 97-86

lce1nen drop
4-3 to Eagles

•
LvV
4
·• ~~~
ff

•

4•

jumper late in the first half and it
was bedlam at "The Pit".
Earlier in the half, Rufus took it
to the
for number 2000 but
the officia took it away when he
slapped the leading scorer in
Black Bear history with an offen. sive foul. This time it counted
and "The Pit" went whacko.
Four years ago, Rufus almost
came to UNH. "It was a last
minute decision between UNH
and Maine," he said, "but I went
to prep school (MCR) up here, so
I was kirtd of used to the atmosphere and the people.''
"My wife had the champagne
ready," recalled UNH coach ·
Gerry Friel, "and then I got the
phone call."
Maine blew open a 27-23 halftil!l.!' _lea~ with a 19-5 surge to

boor

PRIMAi: Recording Ar~is

I I

'

open the second half.
But UNH used its 3-2 zorie
defense and a 1-2-1-1 zone trap to ,
get back in the game. Eight points·
from !l,obin Dixon (18 pts.) led
a 16-6 Wildcat spurt, closing the·
.Maine lead to 54-48 with 4: 05
remaining, but UNH would draw
no closer.
Dixon and Dana Chapman (16
pts.) combined for 34 points in the
UNH backcourt, but the Wildcats
could do nothing inside.
"We have got to finish off our
inside plays," said Friel in a
familiar statement.
The UNH frontcourt shot 7-23
from the floor and 2-7 from the
line. Offensive rebounding is
non-existent and it may be the
main reason behind the 11 game
losing streak.

., walk~m
Hairstyling

or
appointment

HAIR.

.

UNU: ·

.

-_-_

00,8-7051
HoursMon.:.Sat.
29.MainSt .
Durham

9-5-:30
Tues. & Fri. Ev.e. til 7

APA RTM ENT·
TV ANTE NNA

LOVE TOTE BAGS $2.50

NICK'S

' - \
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T.M.

Works just like a pole lamp. Easy to put up,
·easy to take down. Small enough to fit
almost anywhere. Replaces and
outperforms TV .rabbit ears and many
master antenna systems. Great reception
of all channels 2-69. No rods to adjust.
Install it and forget it.
Compact, attractive design. Made of light,
,· but strong silver anodized aluminum.
MODEL AT-5000: Includes everything you
need: antenna, floor-to-ceil ing pole
(adjusts from 7-1/2 to 9') and 25-ft. of high
quality coaxial TV cable with connectors.

AT-5000 FOR
INSIDE USE.
ONLY '

AMERICAN RADIO CORP.
WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS

6th AT CHESTNUT STS.
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 742-6800
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Swimwomen glide, ·99-40
By Pam Dey
While UNH women's swim, ming team coach Carol Lowe was
concentrating on obtaining
qualifying times fr_om· her
players for the New Englands,
the Wildcats soared to a 99-40 victory over Bowdoin College Wednesday in their last meet of the
season.
Co-captain Susie Urban said
the quest for qualifying times
resulted in a "strained" meet
which ran one hour longer than
normal.
''If we thought a person had a
chance of qualifying in an event,
we ran it," said Urban.
Lowe switched team members
out of their strongest events, .
allowing them opportunities to
qualify in other races.
She said 23 swimmers are
currently elbdble for competition
at the New Englands, which will
be held March 1-2 at Orono
Maine.
'
Swimmers may compete in a1
maximum of five individual
events and two relays, in the
New Englands. '«
Urban explained, "We were
looking for more qualifications so
the girls would have more of an
option in the events they swim.1 '
Urban, normally a freestyle
sprinter and relay strength, won
New England eligibility in the 200
freestyle at the Bowdoin meet.
Alison Smith, Katherine Johnson and Anita Gombossy
qualified for New England com- petition in the 400 individual
medley.
.
Carol Hickey swam out of her
usual butterfly and freestyle
events to place :second and
qualify in the 200 and 100 yard
backstroke.
"In , our experimenting,
everyone looked really strong,"
said Lowe. - ··
Co-captain Robin Bleeker
returned fr~_!!! __!in illness to take

· third and shave her best time in · Freshman Mary Jo Lyons
the , 500 yard freestyle by 10 broke the UNH team record in
seconds. It was her first meet of the 1000 yard freestyle by two
seconds to to qualify for the New
the semester.
Bleeker, who has been trying to ~nglands along with teammate
·
regain her strength surprised Mira Dazbrowski.
Lowe plans to stress hypoxics
herself with her performance. "I
thought they'd started the wat- swimming. without oxygen and
will attempt to smooth ;troke
ches late," she saiq_.
Breaststroker Sue Herskovitz quirks.
Eleven teams compete at the
broke the previous UNH team
record by three seconds and the New Englands. UNH expects to
Bowdoin pool record by 11 secon- be in the top five with Maine,
University
and
ds with a 2:30.91 time in the 200 Boston
Springfield as its primary
breaststroke.
threats.
According to Lowe, this time
Said Hickey, "Everyone is
moves her to second in the nation
really psyched."
in Division II.

11

But Polar Bears .ice_men swimmers
-

.

.

had,'! he said.
By Pam Dey
Distance swimmer Mike
In accordance with what · is
becoming the theme of its season, McGuirk experimented with the
the UNH swimming team turned · 200-yard individual medley and
in standout performances and did we}l enough to make the New
time drops, but not enough points England meet cut-off times. His
to win against Bowdoin, which time of 2: 11 was the third best in
.
triumphed, 69-53, on Wednesday, UNH history.
· Wildcat John Caldwell prepares dive against Bowdoin las-i
Sampson, who has not com- Wednesday. Cats lost however, 69 - 53. [Ger~y Miles photo]
at Brunswick, ME.
.·
Still. the men came 20 p0ints peted in the 1,000 yard freestyle
clo~~!"- t~ topping Bowdoin . this
since last year, recaptured the
year than they did in last year's UNH ·school record from team- tain we weren't going to win the Bowdoin.
Caldwell, who is currently sufmeet so we mixed up events to
mate McGuirk.
meeting.
fering from shin splints and can
"I wasn't sure how I'd do in it see what everyone would do."
The 400-yard relay team of
Said Belies, "Again, everyone practice only three times a week
Fred Ludvigsen, Jeff Growney, because I hadn't .swum it in a
did
their best times of the year in took second in the three mete;
_
while,"
said
Sampson.
John Colbert, and Ed Landry
Landry beat the previous team the odd events th~y were put in.'' diving.
began the meet by upsetting
The swimmen will continue to
Growney and Sam_pson- switBowdoin in the 400-yard medley record in the 500-yard freestyle
by 13 seconds. He had not swum ched in for Colbert and Atilla look for improvements. "Our
relay.
Coach Frank Belies said he the event since his freshman year Herczeg in the 400-yard freestyle times have been dropping. After
relay team which went on to up- ~hat we hit a plateau, then times
in high school.
stresses versatility.
drop again. That's what we're
set Bowdoin.
-"1 like to have the swimmers
Said Landry, ''My tiI:·~ are
Because Brett Cherrington was looking for,'' sail Growney.
swim as many different events as starting to drop to where they
The men travel -to Southern
sick and Kent. Cherrington was
possible. It breaks the monotony should be."
Growney described the meet as injured, diver John Caldwell was Connecticut '(Division , II) Saturand gives us a chance to find
strengths we didn't know we "productive. _We were pretty cer- the only UNH div~r to compete ~t day.
1

lcewomen clip BC
ICEWOMEN
continued from page 24
We kept our heads and we did
pretty well."
·
By the third period, the ga~e.
was well in hand, but UNH was
determined to pour it on. Yet,
despite goals by Haroules, Griffith, and freshman Laura Brown,
Cameron stole the show.

_UNH goalie Donna Nystrom
recorded six saves in her fourth
shutout of the year. It was the
· eighth team shutout of the
season.
Ice Chips: Tonight's game in
Boston will be filmed by Channel
4's
"Evening
Magazine"
television crew. The UNH women
will be featured on the show in a
couple of weeks.

Below: Freshman gymnast - Gail Sweeney performs an
eloquent handstand OJI the balance beam in a recent meet.
Sweene)' and UNH are enjoying an elegant year as they appear
headed for the Nationals. [Nancy Hobbs photo] Right: Holy
Cross' Ron P.erry did some sharp shooting last night against
the Wildcat hoopsters as he dumped in 33 points. [Bill Nader
p~to 1 Far Right: Freshman defenseman Cheryl Calder
ilr1ves a slap shot during yesterday's game against Boston
College. [Lee Hunsaker plloto]
_

!=,

Above: John Normandrrovided two-thirds ·
of UNH's firepower las night as he scored
·twice in UNH's loss to the Eagles. [Bill Hill
photo] Right: Rufus Harris scored his
2,000 career point against the Wildcats on
Tuesday. [BillNaderphoto]
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PORT SHORTS
W01nen's basketball
The UNH women's basketball team, coming off a 97-46 trouncing of Southern Maine last week, will travel to the University of
Rhode Island tonight for a 7 p.m. game.
·
Th e Wildcats will be hosted by Providence College Saturday for
·
a 1 p.m. contest.
1

Tracksters in action
I

". Both the men's and women's,indoor track teams will be on the
road tomorrow.
The men, 5-4 on the season, travel to Boston University Saturday for a 1 p.m. meet.
The women travel to Worchester, Mass. for the Holy Cross Invitational track meet.
,

Skiers ·at Dartmouth
Senior Co-Captain Chet Davis was the lone victor in the meet against UMass Wednesday. Davis
dicisioned Dave McEntee, 7 - 2. [Nancy Hobbs photo]

Wildcats trampled
by Larry McGrath
''WANTED: Wrestlers. Any
shape or size will do."
Don't be surprised if you see
this newspaper notice in the
classified ads pretty soon.
The injury-riddled Wildcats
could not overcome a 24-point
deficit, and were thumped by the
Minutemen of UMass, 48-3 Wednesday night in Amherst.
UNH coach Jim Urquhart
could only shake his head and
remark; "What can I say? We
. got clobbered. It's frustrating
giving up four forfeits and have
Vince (Brophy) wrestle ten
pounds light <underweight)," he
said.
The only bright light in an
otherwise disasterous trip was
co-captain Chet Davis. Davis, a
senior, decisioned Dave McEntee, 7-2, in the _167 lbs. weight
class.

The decimated Cats travel to
Plymouth State this Saturday for
a 1:30 p.m. match. Marc Brown,
who was out with the flu for the
UMass contest, should return to
fill one of the gaps (either 142 or

'

48-3

happened there" said Urquhart.
Cerullo, injured against BU
last Saturday, is out of the
ho~pital and back on campus but
his multiple injuries (dislocated
ankle, broken fibula and torn
ankle ligament) have ,ended his
Yso'ibs.'>.
t,;ven with .Brown's return the season. The junior co-captain is
Cats still have three holes in their sure to return next year.
line-up. The 118 lbs. class has
Every UNH loss was at ·least a
been vacant all season, while the major decision and included one
loss of co-captain Bruce Cerullo pin (Bill McQuaide pinned Phil
and freshman Ed Saunders put Voss at the 6:00 mark in the 190
the Wildcats in a 18-0 hole to lbs. class), but Urquhart conbegin the UMass match. Brown's sidered the teams spirit healthy.
illness made a bad situation worse.
"I think the team's morale is
Despite the injuries, Urquhart _good -- considering. It's tough.
feels his squad could take two of You've got to give the guys credit
for sticking it out.
It's
the remaining three matches.
"I think we've got a shot at frustrating. We're still working
Plymouth State and ·the Univer- hard. The season is too hard and
sity of Hartford (February 16th long not to try and get something
with C'altral <1>nnecticut), rut C'ffi- out of it, so we'll continue to bust
tral Conneticut is rated higher our butts and try to win our last
th4n UMass, and you know what matches and place well in the

· The UNH mep's and women's ski teams will be competing at
'Various locatiom today in hopes of grabbing some glory at the Dart·mouth Ski Carnival.
.
_
The men's and women's jumping squads will be at Dartmouth,
the Aloine sauads will be at Cannon Mountain while the crosscountry skiers travel all the way to Lake Placid, N.Y. to find the·
_
snow necessary to hold their meet.
Jumper Steve Young may have trouble keeping his mind on his
work against the field at Dartmouth because he will be facing
some stiff competition this Sunday.
Young will compete against the US and Italian national teams
at the Gunstock Mountain in Gilford, N.H.
Tickets are available for this event at the ticket office in the
fieldhouse~ for the event.
squad to the current seven mem· New Englands."
Urquhart, while not giving up hers.
on this year, looks to his hard . "I've never seen anything quite
work recruiting potential grap- ' like this although I've haven't
piers as the way to bring about a been coaching that long," said
turnaround in UNH wrestling.
Urquhart. "The sport is deman"You got to have the kids up ding but this is incredible," he
here to win," said Urguhart. "We .added.
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1975 - The Year-of-the-Minot Sports

HIGID.,IGHTS
continued from page 24

All-Americans and -defenseman
Tim Burke is voted as the east's
Most Improved Player as the
awards begin to pile in. Hislop
was also named the outstanding
player in ·New England and was
named to the first team All-New
England squad. Cox, though an
All-American, only made the
second team as did Burke.
Joseph Coppola resigns his
coaching position at UNH (defensive backfield coordinator) to accept a football assistant coaching
job at Boston College, his alma
mater.
April 13 - UNH linebacker Dave
Rozumek gets his wish and is
drafted by the Kansas City Chiefs
of the NFL in the 15th round.
April 20 - UNH assistant hockey
coach Bob Norton leaves his
position at UNH for the viceprincipal position at Merrimack
Valley High School in Penacook,
N.H. Calling cpaching, "A young
man's game," Norton cited the
long range benefits of teaching as
his reason for leaving. Dave
O'Conner (an assistant football
coach) -becomes the new
assistant hockey coach.
.
April 30 - UNH ski coach Rex
Belle is named Coach-of-the-Year
by his peers for guiding UNH to a
fourth place finish in the east.
Though UNH dropped to a club
level because of no funds, three
skiers competed in the NCAA
finishing no lower than fifteenth;
three tried out for the Olympic
team and two were named to the
All-East squad as well as being
named to the National team.

Sept. 10 - University President
Eugene Mills announces the
creation of a new Athletic Administration, Sports Council and
various other improvements to
upgrade UNH athletics; womens
in particular, who gained two
more full time coaches-lecturers
and the addition of women's softball as a varsity sport.
Sept. 14 - Under the new
Division of Athletics and
Recreation, the women become
the Dept. of Women's Intercollegiate Athletics and move
from the Physical Education
department in New Hampshire
Hall to the Field House.
Sept. 17 - "The disadvantages
outweigh the advantages," was
how basketball coach Gerry Friel
summed up the extinction of the
men's
jayvee
basketball
program as court use at the Field
House becomes in full demand.
Paul Berton is named as the
new head ski coach as UNH reinstitutes men's skiing as a varsity
sport. The former coach, Rex
Belle, left to open a ski jumping
school
at
Lake
Placid,
N.Y.
. Makinl! an aooearance to help
{lID.4 the men's ski team, tennis
male-chauvanist Bobby Riggs
comes to Durham as part of a
promotion for the Almaden
Grand Masters Tournament
which is to be peld in Conway,
N.H.
Sept.21 -Here we go with Burnham awards. Bill wins the Golden
Helmet tronhv on the basis of his
33 carries - 169 yards performance against Boston university.

In the meantime, UNH considers going to a proposed
Division IA as the NCAA mulls
over the idea of a ''superdivision" in football.
Sept. 28. - Scott Taylor and
Mark Weber successfully defend
their ECAC doubles championship and Jeff Aarts, a transfer
from Franklin and Marshall, is
runner up in the singles finals as
UNH places third in the east out
of 41 schools.
Oct. 5 - With a five yard run on
his 27th carry of the afternoon,
tailback Bill Burnham surpasses
the all-time rushinl! record at
UNH while only a junior. The
former mark of i, 786 was held by
Dick Dewing since 1952.
Oct. 12 - It's domination from
beginning to end as the UNH
men's tennis team ends a perfect
season with the Yankee Conference championship held at
UMaine. Mark Weber wins the
third seed singles and later teams
with Scott Taylor for the doubles
championship.
Jeff Aarts and Andy Harrison
won the first flight doubles
championship and nearly every
Wildcat singles player made it to
·the finals as UNH picks up its first
:YC championship in 15 years.
Oct. 22 - Golfer Phil Pleat is
denied his quest for the New
England championship when he
is defeated on the second hole of
sudden death by UMass' .Jim
McDermott.
Nov. 5 - University President
Eugene Mills announces the appointment of Stephen Jenks as
Chairma~ of the newly formed

UNH Sports Council. Jenks is an came on a missed point after
associate professor in WSBE.
touchdown
attempt
. by...,_
Nov. 9 - Setting four records
placekicker Sam Checkovich.
along the way the UNH women's
In the game, ,quarterback Jeff ·
swim team demolishes Vermont, Allen set three UNH marks: most
111-a>, while capturing all 15 firsts.
passes in a game (49), most comVermont only pl~ce in the 500 pletions (23) and most yards
.
yard freestyle and the one and (297).
three meter diving.
Despite the loss, Wildcats were
Laurie Schulte broke the 200 rightfully honored. And, per
freestyle to qualify for the usual, UNH was led by tailback
Eastern Regionals. Rhonda God- Bill Burnham who was voted the
dard set a record in the 100 yard Player-of-the-Year in the ECAC.
backstroke and took three firsts Joining Burnham on the
and the 200 medley relay also fell. All-ECAC squad were Jon
The top point getter was Deena Merrill, Bruce Huther, Doug
Bailey who took fpur firsts: win- Stockbridge and Dick Duffy.
ning both diving events, the 50 Montana State went on to win the
.yard - tireaststroke and as a · national Division II title.
member of the 200 yard medley
Dect. 7 - Though UNH would
relay team.
finish third as a team, two
Making the URI Rams their wrestlers distinguished themfourth victim in a row, the UNH selves with first place victories at
football team preps itself for the the Yankee Conference Wrestling
Yankee Conference Beanpot Championships in Connecticut.
showdown against UMass.
Nabil BQghos (134 lbs.) and Bill
Nov. 16 - UNH does it in style to
F~garty -(167 lbs.) captured the
·
UMass, 23-0, to capture the individual titles. .
Yankee Conference title. QuarDec. 17 - Bill Burnham is
terback Jeff Allen went 15 for 24 named as an All-American memfor 187 yards and two touchdowns ber of the Kodak Coaches Team.
Burnham also received the
both to Ray DiPietro.
UNH track star George Reed following honors: New York
wins the New England AAU Times All-East team, All-ECAC
cross-country race (10,000 meter) and All-New England team,
and in doing so qualifies for the second team Little All-American
Nationai AAU Championships and the All-Yankee Conference
team. He was also named the
later that month.
Dec. 3 - Amidst the cold and ECAC Player-of-the-Year and the
.biting air, UNH drops the playoff Outstanding Football Player in
hopes of a national football Division II in the east. In none
championship away as the Wild- games, Burnham rushed for 1175
·cats lose a tough one, 17-16, to yards and nine touchdowns.
number one ranked Montana
State. The one point difference
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Ska ter s so clo se; Ca ger s yet so far
Nor1 na~d nets. two;
UNH IDust take 5 of 7
By Lee Hunsaker
CHESTNUT HILL, Ma.--They
came oh so close.
The UNH hockey team came
within two inches of overtime,
but twice Wildcat Chris Pryor's
bids hit the post and the Eagles of
Boston College , were able to
escape with a 4-3 ECAC win here
last night.
·
The loss puts UNH at 8-9 in the
· East (11-12 overall), and barely
hanging onto a shot at the playoffs come March.
For BC, it was the 13th ECAC
win (19th overall) against only
two losses, thereby strengthening
their hold on first place in the
·East.
The ganie began with all the
flavor of classic fastbreaking
hockey.
BC's freshman goalie Bob
O'Connor was the first to display
his magic with a flashy glove
save off UNH's Bob Francis's ·
stick.

Dana Barbin sent Francis in
alone after drawing a BC defender off the play on a two-on-one
break at the six-minute mark.
Not to be outdone, UNH goalie
Todd Pearson responded with
several brilliant skate saves; the
best coming off Charlie Antetomaso's slap shot, followed by
a sliding sprawl on Mark Switaj
to cover the rebound.
Pearson learned that he would
start just prior to the game, when
Greg Mofffett became ill. "It
shocked the hell out of me,"
Pearson said, "but I didn't feel
any pressure. It was fun out
there."
The Eagle pressure mounted,
however, and the Eagles broke
through three times in the next
seven minutes.
.
Mike Ewanouski put BC's first
on the board with a hard wrist
shot over Pearson's gl~ve hand
MEN'S HOCKEY page 21

Perry
nets 33

❖

the .new ·h amp shire
.

.

sp or ts

Surprise starter Todd Pearson was impressive against BC last
· nigfit: His 26 saves kept the Wildcats close, before bowing, 4 - 3,
at McHugh Forum in Chestnut Hill. [Bill Hill photo]

By Bill Nader
WORCESTER---Holy Cross
raced off to a 57-31 halftime lead,
but a spirited second half New
Hampshire comeback forced the
Crusaders to go four corners late
in the game and settle for a 97-86
win here last night in the Hart
Center.
Holy Cross annihilated UNH on
the boards, outrebounding the
Wildcats, 33-8, in the first half.
The Crusaders shot a blistering
59 percent in their unconscious
demonstrati on of complete
basketball.
The Purple and White picked
off an amazing 13 offensive
rebounds on only 17 misses from
the field.
·
"We played our best half of
basketball of the season in the
first half," said Holy Cross senior
Ronnie Perry.
And for Holy Cross to play its
best half, Perry has to play up to
his reputation as All-Everything,
and he did. He missed one shot in
the half, checking out of the onesided affair with 20 points and
four assists with 2: 21 remaining
before the first buzzer.
The 26 point Holy· Cross halftime cushion was still evident
with 10:36 left and UNH trailing,
75-49 .
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Shut out BC , 7-0

lcew ome n's stre ak at ·45

By Lee Hunsaker
last playoff spot in the EAIAW.
while to eet eoine. We got caul!ht
CHESTNUT HILL, MA. -Last's night's win did not come off guard by the dirtiness of
Boston College goalie Peggy as easy for UNH as the score After that we setuect aownplay:·
ana
Camerson will be seeing hockey might seem to indicate.
played our game."
pucks in her sleep for a long"time.
"They were very rough," said
Kathy Bryant opened the
Against UNH women's hockey UNH co-captain Gail Griffith. scoring at 5:46, popping
a
team last pight, Cameron made "They were tough and showed no rebound of a Cheryl Calderhome
shot.
26 saves in the third period to thclass."
·
Marcy Pannabecker followed
wart as much of the Wildcat ofThe players were _upset at the four minutes later with a rebound
fense as she could, holding UNH poor quality of the ice and h~ving tally of her own shot.
toa 7-0win.
to share a locker room with the
The Wildcat attack was
it
Gabby Haroules led the UNH home team. They also comlained has always been - simple, as
conoffense with two goals and Kathy about the referees . and the late trolled and furious.
·
Bryand chipped in a goal and an starting time. .
In the second period, Haroules
assist.
As is becoming more and more got her first of the night at 2:42
On the night, Cameron made 47 the case, with UNH opponents, and Diane Langlais tossed
in a
saves, most of them spectacular the EaJdes became frustrated power-play goal at 13:04.
in nature.
early.; UNH's controlled attack
"It was an opportunity to prac"She was excellent," said pepperea (;ameron tnrougnouL tice · our discipline,'' said
UNH .
Haroules. "Despite her .whole each period, with 13, 12 and 30 Coach Russ McCurdy, who menteam, she was the only one out shots respectively.
tioned his first three thoughts of
there playing with intensity.''
But according to UNH co- the game as ''forebearan ce,
·
The
Wildcats,
now 12-0 on the captain Kelly Stone, the statistics forebearance and forebearance."
Junior Gaby Haroules scored twice leadln~ tlie lcewomen to a 7
- 0 romp over BC, yesterday. The women s unbeaten string is year and 45-0 in three years, ·were misleading.
"We held to our style and didn't
travel to Boston Arena tonight to
"I don't think we played up to get dragged down (to BC's level).
now at 45 games. [Lee Hunsaker photo 1 •
take on Northeastern, which is 9-5 our standards," she said. "In the
and fighting for the fourth and ·first period, it took us a little IC~ WOMEN page~

The 70's - A Wil dca t Spo rts Per spec tive
This is the seventh in a ten-part
series covering the sporting
highlights of the Wildcat teams
as reported in the sports pages

ofl'he New Hampshire.
Though 1916 wasn't a big year

in terms of major sports, it was,

will be and well should be
remembered as the Year-of-the
Minor Sport.
In 1976, the men's tennis teams
took home the bacon and the
women's athletic scene was given
new life with the creation .of its
own department. In golf, Phil
Pleat nearly wins it all and Bill
Burnham (again) is the man in
football.
Jan. 30 - Basketball captain
Wayne Morrison became the alltime Wildcat scorin~ leader with a
15 foot jumper agamst St. Peter's
during Christmas vacation. The
previous mark was 1,228 set in
1951 by Billy Pappas.
Following the resignation of
soccer coach Don Heylinger, who

failed to make tenure, swimming
and lacrosse coach Art Young is
named as the new head soccer
coach and the search is on to
replace Young as swim coach.
Feb. 10 - Christina Leahy performs a first for the UNH
women's gynmastics team by
winning an event (floor exercise)
in a m~t. It was the first individual win for a gynmast in the
four year history of the womens'
sports at UNH. Still though, UNH
hasn't yet won a meet.
Though UNH split a track meet
with URI and UMass, two miler
George Reed sets a new UNH
record at the Paul Sweet Oval
with an 8:59.0 clocking, two point
four seconds better than the old
mark.
Calling it the "biggest win"
since coming to UNH, Gerry
Friel's hoopsters upset Boston
College, 63-61 before 2,000 at the
Field House.
Feb. 13 - UNH's Gerry Previ-

dini sets a new Swasey Pool
record for the 50 yard freestyle
with a 23.4 clocking, but UNH as a
team could do little more as
UMass sunk the Wildcats, 85-

26.
Feb. 20 - Senior captain Jamil

Hislop becomes the all-time
scoring leader for the hockey
Wildcats. The record breaking
point came on an assist of Tim
Burke's goal in _the third period.
Hislop's marks of 74-121-195
bested ·previous leader Lou
Frigon's 193.
Feb. 24 - Though their record is
only 8-15 the UNH hoopsters
shock UConn, 85-82 in overtime.
George Reed takes a third in
the Yankee Conference championships and Rich Huss missed
winning the 35-pound throw by an
inch and a half as UNH places
sixth overall.
Feb. 27 - With news of UNH's
third place ranking in - the
national hockey polls, coupled

with a 4-1 win over Vermont to
garner home ice, Wildcat fans
begin camping out in the Field
House to assure themselves of
playoff tickets.
March 5 - Jamie Hislop sets two
more UNH hockey records by
scoring one goal and five assists
in one period as UNH dumps RPI,
9-7. Hislop set the record for most
points in a period and mosf
assists in a period.
March 9 - The UNH men's
gymnastics team captures the
New England League Championshirs, held at Lundholm Gym, as
Bil McCurdy takes first place in
the all-around and Pearce
Wagner claims second. The win
qualifies UNH for the NCAA
Regional Qualifying round.
Connie Dunlap skis to a second
place finish in the alpine events
for UNH at the first annual
EAIAW Skiing Championships
held at Stowe, Vt.
March 12 - Backed by the 29

save performance of goalie Brian
Petrove.k, Harvard upsets the
UNH icemen, 4-3, in the opening
round of the ECAC playoffs. The
quarter-final jinx continues to
haunt the Wildcats.
Because of their - Grantland
Rice Bowl playoff game of a year
ago, the UNH football team is
decJared by the NCAA as
ineligible for the proposed
European tour by the six Yankee
Conference football teams. The
proposal later falls through,
however, due to lack of financial
support by the Intercontinental
Football League.
March 16 -After three years of
undefeated success, the UNH
men's gymnastics teams falls to
a seventh place finish in the quarter-final round of the NCAA tournament.
April 2 - Hockey players Cliff
Cox and Jamie Hislop are named
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